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WELCOME BACK TO SCHOOL GRADS!
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College of the Pacific. Stockton, California, Friday, October 29, 1937

Rhizites Remain Unbeaten
After Two Debate Rounds
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S.C.A. Hears Campus Organizations Plan
Wright at
Banquet Full Homecoming Program
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RADIO DEBATE
Louis Sandine, Forrest Darby, and
Beck Parsons debated last Tuesday
over KDGM the question of whether
or not Pacific ought to play big time
schools. Sandine, president of the
Pacific Student Association, render
ed his decision thus. "I think we
ought occasionally to play the big
schools for stimulation, advertising,
and financial return."
"Should Black be allowed to sit on
the Supreme Court Bench?" will be
the question for discussion on the
Pacific Debate Forum next Tuesday
at 1:45.
Roy Cencirulo, Vincent
Peck, and Erwin Farley, will be the
speakers. Dr. Roy C. McCall, spon
sor director of Forensics, said,
"These are more in the form of dis
cussion rather than hammer and
tongs debate."
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Freshman Bonfire
Held Last Night
In spite of tlie fact that there was
a lack of cooperation in building the
Frosh bonfire, these past two weeks,
the traditional Freshman Bonfire
Rally held last night was successful.
Jack Collins, Frosh president, had
ably supervised the construction of
the large mass of trash, including
anything from crates to rubber tires.
Tuesday night some twelve or more
Sophomores spent a cold but amus
ing night guarding the work in which
several Freshman, including Dick
Cossett, John Campbell, Frank Devine, and Bill Dean participated.
Army blankets provided the shelter
for the patrol, songs were sung, and
a jovial time was had.
Two of the outstanding incidents
of the evening were the burning of
the St. Mary's Gael effigy, and the
disposal of Freshman Dinks.
This affair has been traditional
since the early days of Pacific, in the
eighties, when the institution was lo
cated in San Jose.
The generosity of the John Eagle
Company, local Ford dealer, and the
Frank Devine International Truck
distributors of Stockton enabled
these students to make the annual
affair most successful.
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Modesto Symphony

A
Beatrice Walton Bodley, wife of
Professor Bodley of the conserva
tory, was soloist for the newly es
tablished Modesto Symphony Orches
tra at Modesto last Tuesday even
ing. Mrs. Bodley was also guest
artist for the Stockton Symphony
in its first concert of the season Mon
day.
Mrs. Bodley is a former student of
the College of Pacific Conoervatory
and studied music a yea r i n Paris.
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Dean Farley and Mr. Ritter attend
ed a meeting of the Association of
American Colleges Thursday and Fri-iday held at Occidental College in Los
Angeles.

but we exchange students are beingsent home by the combined demands
of our parents and the American con
sul. 1 intend to stay a week—until
my boat leaves—but these new at
tacks may possibly change my plans
—the river has been mined, making
the boat trip to Hong Kong out of
the question, and there is a report that
the railroad has been bombed. Any
way—1 surely wouldn't mind stay
ing—despite the war. The glowing
description that Hin Oi and Minnie
are probably giving you of Lingnan
are more than true. A person just
has to see this campus to really ap
preciate it, though—the blue and tur
quoise tiled roofs, the scarlet hi
biscus — the fireflies
— moonlight
through the bamboos—a tropical
paradise if there ever was one. But
the atmosphere, I must admit, isn't
one that would be particularly inducive to study.
AIR RAIDS
If these air raids continue at their
present rate, I don't see how school
can stay open. For the last three
nights, the lights all over the city
have been turned off at seven—the
wisest thing to do then is to go to
bed and get a few hours' sleep any
way—because about ten or eleven the
alarm siren rings—and everyone has
to duck for the nearest basement or
sandbagged building. Anywhere from
five minutes Jo a half hour later the
planes start arriving and the fire
works begin. It's awfully hard for us
here on the campus to realize that
over in the city an actual war is going
on. There's an anti-aircraft gun here
on the islatid—just off the campus,
though, that makes plenty of noise
—and sprays shrapnel around. Just
after I got here Tuesday night the
most picturesque event so far took
place—and what a push into the spirit
of things it was! Our anti-aircraft
guns hit a Japanese plane squarely
in the center—and in a second the
whole machine was one big flame—
it fell slowly and continued to burn
until we lost sight of it. We stood
here on the steps of the science build(Continued on Page 6)

Class 32 to Hold Reunion as Fraternities and Sororities
Plan Banquets Honoring Returing Graduates

Mr. Bob Wright, member of the
faculty who is a past president of
the S. C. A. and College of the
Pacific student body, spoke to the
members of the Finance drive at the
'kick-off" dinner held in the "Y"
rooms Monday night.

Pacific Girl
Witnesses
Bombings

Marie Nichols and Doris Hancock
met Gregg Phifer and Martin Pulich,
and Christina Akker and Gladys Bar
tholomew met two freshman entries,
Heimbach and Vignolo, at the last
squad practice Tuesday evening.
Scheduled for next week is more
intensive practice for the Bakersfield
tournament. One round will be held
Tuesday night, and two more run
off Wednesday.

M.—Our
tlie week
aska) : Baylor
1 Aggies, 1
A-TULANE
this Saturday
good reason,

Dinner Launches
Finance Drive

Rhizomia defeated Omega Phi and the Sophists defeated Archania in
the second round of the Intramural Tournament. As the halfway mark
reached, no team lias been eliminated as yet, but only Rhizomia is left un
defeated as yet.
Vincent Peck and Bob Kientz, coached by Louis Sandine, meet Archania
tonight at 7:00 in the headline de-4
———
bate of the weekend. Bob Bartlett
and Earl Rigor were defeated Mon
day evening by Herbert Tout and
Bill Biddick, otherwise known as
the Sophists.
William Workman
and Weldon Smith, the negative
team from Men's Dorm, either have
or soon will have met the Sophists.
Their affirmative team, Pearce Young
and Henry Woodrum, were defeated
in the opening round by Omega Phi's
Trevor Griffiths and Elton Cencirulo.
Future debaters in the three or so
Eleanor Boothe
rounds remaining are as yet uncer
To Return
tain. Manager Sandine advises de
baters in this tournament to watch
Dear Pacific,
the Daily Bengal and the debate bul
I've been here for 36 hours and 5
letin board.
air raids. School opened yesterday,
SQUAD PRACTICE
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Dance Or

Bob Eley, central character in "Excursion", Little Theatre's four
teenth season premiere, is outstanding for his performance. Given
fair support by his cast, Eley and two other players, Tatton and
White, lift a mediocre play to higher levels.

Leads In 'Excursion' Hold
Play Above Mediocrity
Bob Eley, Hubert White, Clair Tatton,
Praised by Premiere Reviewar

.k

The commendable acting of two of the Pacific Theatre's seasoned actors
showed to advantage against the background of rather mediocre acting and
interpretation by the majority of the large cast as the College Little Theatre
opened its fourteenth season last night with a West Coast premier of
"Excursion."
-f

PRESIDENT

Earl Crandall, '27, former student
body president, and now president
of the Alumni, will be on hand to
welcome returning grads.

NO MOTHS ON THESE BOYS!
Progressing nicely along irregular fines, is the Soph Whiskerino. By all
appearances, the judges may have to part whiskers of the winner to identify
him. "They parted his whiskers, and there he was .... at peace with
his moths," as the saying goes.
Some of the whiskering 37 who may have to be thusly identified are Gene
Ratsch, the first signer, Bill Schieller,"
Jack Anderson, Fred Abbott, Dick
Morrall, Ernest Meyers, Tom Bitlher, from the co-eds present during the
Homecoming dance, and one co-ed is
Kenneth Morton, Charles Patmon, to be chosen representing each of the
Charles Anderson, Elton Cencirulo, living quarters on the campus, and
Bob Rohde, Gil Hanson, Jack Har- one from Stockton at large, if pos
rell, Newton Likins, Tom Dardis, sible.
All registered and social Sophs, are
Henry Woodrum, Jess Gidley, Buane
eligible for entry, and all entries must
Sewell, Ray Gurney, Paul Dowdall,
be re-registered and secure a number
Ed. Foster, Don Ljndeen, Richard upon entering the dance.
Savelli, Milton Fulton, and Bill OsPRIZE REQUIREMENTS
terdock.
Remember "Whiskerino" finals are
Prizes will be awarded according
to be held at the Homecoming dance, to the length, thickness, and bushiOct. 30, fellas, and also you girls ness. The fuzziest head will win the
who want to be judges or see your booby prize. Prizes of value have
been donated by some of the prom
"Whiskering One" win a prize.
inent stores in town—including Yost
WHISKERINOS FREE
Bros., the Wardrobe, Bravo & McAll those Sophs who are in the Keegan, and Morris Bros., Stationery
utu.iuni.1y
contest are entitled to enter the
The committee for picking the
Homecoming dance free—so either judges is to be kept secret and when
come stag, or, if your girl will stand the judges ase picked they will be
uei n na you, m
ui you oi
aiuuuu handed a slip of
behind
in irum
front of
or around
^ L paper
v - n telling
t u g them
u n c iI 1
you, with your "Man Mountain Dean" to meet at a certain time and place
,.-i,;..1-^-..—t-inrr
n-,1
nnnrUcr.
whiskers—bring her along also.
with the committee Qualifications
Girls come one—come all—remem and rules for judging will be given
ber only five lucky ones are to be them at this time.
chosen as .judges
_
Judges will be
If you recognize any one of the
picked, and about 11:00 p. m. prizes whiskering Sophs Monday, we'll
will be awarded. award you a prize. (Not to be taken
T-"'
Judges
are to be chosen at large literally).

Robert Eley, as Obadiah Rich, the
kindly old captain of the S. S. Happi
ness, revealed a remarkable concep
tion of his part. Eley's was no easy
job and his handling of the subtleties
demanded of such a role was accomp
lished in a quiet, professional man
ner. His acting could well serve as
a lesson to many in the cast. As one
looks back upon the character as
gradually unfolded by Mr. Eley, one
is impressed by the fact that he did
not depend upon make-up or any arti
ficial aid in revealing the character.
He acted with his whole body,' every
action, every studied bit of business,
carried the characterization steadily
toward a masterful climax. The im
pression that carried across the foot
lights was that Eley was living the
character of Obadiah.
Hubert White, as the Captain's
older brother, Jonathan, had an ex
tremely difficult job. The character,
as drawn by the author, suffers from
an indecision by his. creator as to the
tone in which he was created. Lack
ing proper motivation, Jonathan is
called upon to act illogically, and
any interpretation of the author's in
tent must remain as vague as the fog
in which the S. S. Happiness cruised
on that fateful • evening. The fact
that we felt that Mr. White was forc
ing the action at times can hardly
be placed fo his discredit. His por
trayal of age lacked the finish
of
Eley's, but, all in all, Jonathan did
stand out as a real character.
TATTON PROMISING
1 timing from these two veterans
for a moment, I should like to ap
plaud the acting of Clair Tatton in
the "straight" romantic role of Rich
ard Pitman, Mr. Tatton gave pro

Frosh Club
Discusses
Problems

Louis Sandine, student body presi
dent, and Irvin Grubbs, S. C. A.
president, gave short pep talks. MissJoyce Dunkerly and Irwin Farley,
chairman of the drive, gave explana
tory material on how to solicit
pledges. Martin Pulich and Louis
Traditions Serve
Sandine gave a skit illustrating the
As Topic
right and wrong ways of soliciting
for money. After the dinner each
With Robert Wright presiding in
member of the committee selected
discussion dealing with the relation
their list of students to contact.
Spaghetti and a vegetable salad of "Freshman and Campus Living,'
bowl with hot rolls and coffee were the Frosh Y Club held its regular
served, and for dessert, apple pie semi-monthly meeting, Monday, Oct.
with cheese was enjoyed.
25, in the Student Christian Associa
Popular pep songs were led by Phil tion rooms.
Starr and Alice Michaelson with Eli
1lie keynote of the evening discus
zabeth Lacy accompanying on the
piano. 1 hose on tlie serving com sion centered around the thought of
mittee were Betty Rae Stone, chair traditions and the freshman's place in
man, Jane Johnstone, Mary Louise observing and adhering to them. Mr.
Frink, Kay McKibben, Doris Hill, Wright supplied many interesting
Marge Weatherby, Lila Fae Dougan,
points gleaned from his own experi
Marge Wilbur, and Junan Bronzich.
ence
of college days when he served
Those who had charge of the dinner
and decorations were Florence Pang, as S. C. A. and Student Body presi
Lovella Hawley, Barbara Nawraan, dent.
Alice Michaelson, as song leader,
Jackie Parker, Mrs. Gulick, Mrs.
Ellis, Airs. Lynch, and Rudy Rivera. introduced a variety of pep songs
Members of the drive committee which are to be the forerunner of
present were Fred Abbott, Philip a collection of similar songs to be
Alosi,-vBarbaa-a..Baer, Bill Russell, Bill learned for use ..on peppy occasions.
The arrangements were in charge
Brock, Buford Bush, Betty Rae
Stone, Sam Chaney, Claribel Coff- of Jane Abbot with Norman Davis
man, Beth Dodds, Paul Dowdall, Lois and Olive Krueger assisting.
The next meeting, Nov. 8, at 6:30,
Eltithorpe, Irvin Grubbs, Helen Hall,
Margaret Hanson, Charlene Hull, will be planned by Norman Davis and
Elizabeth Lacy, June Lane, Mary George Fowler.
Bill Biddick will present "Domestic
Lomprey, Eugene Martin, Bettie
Meyer, Alice Michaelsen, Bill Mills, Papas" and a half hour of recreation
Dick Morall, Barbara Nawman, will precede the discussion.
Future plans are now in the process
Florence Pang, Beck Parsons, Mark
Parsons, Martin Pulich, Hertlia of formulation by the Frosh Y Club
Rausch, Florence Sato, Mildred Cabinet and include regular discus
Saugstead, Jean Westrum, Virginia sion meetings dealing with campus
problems. Recreational activities will
Weston, and Murray Yates.
include a Christmas-MasqueradeBarn Dance and "Werner Roast."

San Francisco Alumni
Honor Grad of '68
Special guest at the San Francisco
Alumni club dinner held Wednesday,
October 26th at the First Methodist
church, was Judge Gestford, who
attended Napa College in 1868, before
that institution was incorporated with
the University of the Pacific at San
Jose.
President "Red" Busher was in
charge of the program and presided.
Dr. Tully C. Knoles as main speaker,
outlined recent developments at the
college. Louis Sandine, president of
the P. S. A. gave greetings from
the student body and led the group
in Pacific songs. Leo Tanquary '32
played a few trumpet solos. At the
close of the meeting tlie alumni assqciation colored motion pictures of
•the campus were shown.
Edward Mering '86 and Cecil Mark
'87 were present at tlie meeting.

Balliriger to Speak
On Christian Life
Dr. Maurice Ballinger will be the
speaker at Chapel next Tuesday.
His topic will concern some phase
of personal Christian living.
Dr. Ballinger has been counseling
at colleges and universities through
out the nation. He is now at the
University of California, having come
there from the University of Wash
ington. During the ten days or so
he will spend on the College of
Pacific campus, Dr. Ballinger will
speak several times, including his ap
pearance at Chapel.
Chapel last Tuesday, held under the
direction of the S. C. A., had for
its theme, "Challenge -To Youth".
Readings by Phil Starr, a vocal solo
by Norma Bentley, and a devotional
address by Dr. H. S.-Jacoby formed
important parts of the service.

' Alumni from approximately thirty cities in California will gather on the
Pacific campus on Saturday, October 30, for the annual Homecoming day.
ctivities have been planned by all groups on the campus. The allcollege Honor Society breakfast at Gould's restaurant for the new initiate,
and alumni members on Saturday morning at 7:30 will be the first gathering

SECRETARY

HOMECOMING BANQUET
1 he entire alumni will be united at
the annual Homecoming banquet to
be held in the educational hall of the
First Congregational Church at Wil
low and Madison Streets at 5:30 p. m.
Saturday.
Margaret Ritter '36, now in San
Francisco studying voice under Easton Kent, will be the featured soloist.
Mel Matheny '34, former president
of the College of Pacific student
body, will lead the College songs.
Bob Burns, Alumni Secretary, has New alumni motion pictures of the
planned a full program of events campus will be shown.
for Pacific's homecoming. Organ
izer of various alumni organiza CLASS REUNIOIN
tions, Burns has put the graduate
Under the leadership of Virginia
clubs on their present active basis. Cookingham Crittenden and Evelyn
Sawyer Mott, the five-year reunion
of the class of 1932 will be held dur
ing the banquet.

Burns7 Greeting

Several announcements of new fea
tures to be added to the alumni pro
gram will be made by Robert Burns,
alumni secretary. President Tully C.
A large and enthusiastic group Knoles will be the main speaker at
the banquet. Earl Crandall '27, presi
returning at Homecoming gives
dent of the Alumni Association will
the Alumni Association a good preside.
feeling. It makes everyone realize
By Wednesday noon, October 27,
that Pacific, after all, is close to 110 reservations had been made for
the hearts of many who received the dinner. Robert Burns asks that
a great deal of development while all reservations be made immediate
ly through the alumni office here.
here. College loyalties are strong
because people generally appre "EXCURSION"
ciate this fact. So we're mighty
glad you're here, Alumni, to re-live
a day or two of the "good old
days". We are counting on you
to further the Pacific idea.
—Robert Burns.

The Little Theatre will present
'Excursion" as the Homecoming play
at 8:30 p. m. Saturday. There will
also be a performance on Friday
night at the same hour. Immediate
ly after tlie Saturday night presen
tation Director De Marcus Brown
will greet forty active and inactive
members of Theta Alpha Phi, which
will include many alumni, at a buffet
All-College Ho nor
supper in the Studio Theatre.
The alumni Homecoming dance
Initiation Plans
will be given in the College gymnas
ium Saturday from 9:00 p. m. to
Initiation will be held for seven 12:00. Admission is 25c per couple.
new members of the All College Bob McCormick's orchestra will
Honor Society at 6:30 Saturday play.
morning at Anderson Hall. Those
Among the towns represented by
to be initiated are: Philip Alosi, Eve
the returning graduates are: Oaklyn Barnett, Roy Cencirulo, Eileen
dale, Placerville, Woodland, Turlock,
Daniels, Julianne Ralston, Thomas
Sonora, Brentwood, Clovis, San Ra
Rippey, and Louis Sandine.
fael, Pittsburg, Oakand, Richmond,
The officers in charge of initiation
Concord, San Francisco, San Carlos.
are Chancellor, Henry Hobson; vice
Dinuba, Sacramento, Newman, Millchancellor, Peggy Breed; marshal,
Bobbin Gay Peck. Frances Embrey roe, Linden, Healdsburg, Angels
is the chairman in charge of initia Camp, Gait, Napa, Colusa, Reedley,
Waterford, Modesto, Mount Shasta,
tion and the breakfast to follow.
Lodi and Stockton.

HERE'S 'HAPPy HEDDA'

(Continued on Page 6)

Dr. Ballinger to Lead
Religion Discussions
Dr. Maurice Ballanger, who was a
Methodist missionary in India, will
visit the College of Pacific campus
again this year beginning on Octo
ber 31. He has been touring the
United States and visiting various
colleges for' the last two years. He
will be here for twelve days and
during his stay will contact all the
living groups, and he will lead dis
cussions with students interested, on
"Religion In Modern Times."
Dr. Ballinger gave up his home
in England to go to India to be of
service there. He had his children
withdrawn from a private English
school and entered them in a school
in India because he considered the
experience valuable.
He will conduct meetings daily
from 7-8 o'clock in the morning in
the "Y" rooms, and all those who
are interested are urged to come
despite the earliness of the hour Dr
Ballinger will relate some of his in
teresting and exciting experiences
which will surely be of interest to
all.

Mystery Men Disclosed
In Assembly
"Ed Phillips", commonly known on
the Pacific Campus as Phil Starr, and
Ed. Koehler, arranged the pep rally
yesterday for the Pacific-St. Mary's
game,
Pop Gordon's swingsters, In good
condition after the Reno trip, provid
ed the first number, and they were
followed by Vincent Peck and A1
Harkins in a piano duet. Popular
songs were sung by Faye "Winchell"
Lovegren. Melvin Serventi of Stock
ton High School set feet tapping with
his accordion solos.
Pacific's
x c i l . iul. a assistant
aastoiant coach,
wav-u, Ralph
xvaipn
Francis, gave a pep talk on the coming game from the pessimistic viewpoint of a line coach,
Intricacies of peckin' were demon
strated
—
in the trUckin' routine featuring Toni Rifeberg and Bud Meyers,
Del Wescott's new super-smooth
Sophistocates concluded the rally.

~kof a group of graduates
Invitations have been sent to 179 members of the society.
Sororities and fraternities on the
campus will entertain their alumni at
luncheons at 12:30, preceded by cor
poration meetings . at the houses at
12:00. Each group will then attend
the St. Mary's-Pacific football game
in Baxter Stadium at 2 :30.
Immediately after the game the
houses will be open informally to all
alumni guests.

Here's "Happy Hedda", Phi Mu Alpha's contribution to a big Pacific Homecoming. By raffling off
the car by selling tickets to campus students, Pacific's music frat has created much interest in the
'27 Nash. The winning ticket will be drawn tomorrow afternoon at halftime of the St. Mary's-Paci
fic game.

Principal Orton of the Stocktot
Junior College spoke at the Kiwani:
C lub Tuesday noon on behalf of tin
Junior College.
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WELCOME HOME, POP!

2

makes great copy in this editorial column, particukriy in consid-

"RENO" NOW.
Rita Folsom was heard saying,
that the train trip was pretty
| dull—but Reno !!!"
Mary Ranny had a Rippey good

eration of future Pacific policies concerning the care ofJ
athletes Two weeks ago the editor wrote a lengthy disser
„»Tea,, which should he taken to protect what » mote or less
a baby sport at Pacific. At least one person has gone to the ex
tent to write a favorable comment upon the editor s efforts,
here we are back again on the same subject.
Last week, Pacific's football team went to Reno to meet the
Wolves as part of a feud which has been featured since 1919. In

WORLD

that year Nevada defeated Pacific 134-0. (A
considerable number of Pacific rooters, who read it in the Reno I
program.) Since that initial calamity, the Bengal football
morneter has risen steadily, climaxed last year as the Tigers turned

By DANIEL BOOM
Slam!
Ah, good morning modom!
| What can I do for you?" ^
"Is this Boom's Jokery?"
"Why, yes, modom. Perhaps a
I few jokes—some puns?"
"Well ..."
"Certainly . . . certainly . . .
I Now, up here we have . . ."

back Dashiell's men, 25-0.
However, the future holds something of different nature if pres
ent statistics have any credence. Since the first editorial was
written our Frosh football team has lost two more games. Not
by large scores, but nevertheless they have lost games. This
year's record has been the worst in years, not through any fault
of the coach or the team, but rather through lack of material an

•

*

*

Roses are red . . . wiolets are blue
. and, perhaps Hugh Herbert
I would say, "Woo, woo . . . woo,
|I woo!t"

What is to be done in the future is problematical. Latest de-1
velopment on the campus was a meeting of several interested foot
ball men who gathered to discuss ways and means to provide more
attractive arrangements for those engaging in the athletic program.
What good it will do in the immediate future remains to be seen.
However, these men, who realize a crisis is approaching, have done
what they can to bring conditions to the administration s attention.
Perhaps the most irritating development along this line was the
Debate Forum quibble held this week Although it purported to |
argue both sides of the question, certain interested football men,
who listened in on the program, gained the impression that there I
was too much hedging about on the part of those supporting even
partial subsidization. As suggested before, we do not want a pro
fessional school of football at Pacific, but there should be some |

*

*

*

'You . . . er . . . you didn't
I care for that one, eh? Well, perhaps this one . . up here on the
| third shelt . . .^ ^ +

Barbara Hendricks got a laugh at
her crack about buying programs to
learn the names, size, and salaries of

the football team!
Pat Carson had a Yob on her
hands in that quiet Pullman.
Betty Barry, Janice Mees, Betty
Davis and Barbara Baer have a swellelegant cabin, haven't they Clem, and
the rest of the "Broken Bones Club.
Dottie Davis and Johnny Johnson
contemplated marriage—we wonder—
We learned that Sweety Dohrmann,
Bev McGhan and Doris Marsh had
lunch in the backyard of the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon House. Yeah! They
showed 'em what "G's" Pacific has
McCarthy, Cordova and Patman
drove up—Charlie "Ask the Man
Who Owns One" did better with his
Ford.
Murial Logerwell had a colossal
Pedro game (?) with the brothers
Bill and Joe Siegfried, and Phil
Hood. For a girl her size she does
Martlnovich's
were appiied

football tactics
to a feminine-fancy

Little Oscar was football minded, YOU'VE GOT SOMETHING
I and after spying on sis and her beau THERE!
one night, he came up with this tabu- I js j£enny Stowell living in the Mar[ lation of the evening's goings-on: | ble Orchard with a cold pillar for his
| "Passes attempted by George—10
head ?
Net Gain—0.
Carl Rigor wants a new line. Form
* *
*
to the right, girls, tryouts next week
"Ah . . . a flicker! Fine! Now,
H. Scribner grabbed one of Alpha
| under here we have this one . .
Theta's best pledges.
» * *
concessions made for the football player.
Charlie Durham thinks he's smart
Silly: Hiya, boss !"
There will be more developments next week.
living in a House—but those Sophs
Boss: "Hello, Silly! Say, Silly, I will get wise—then your alibi will be
I heard you have quadruplets at your
Bull!
I house. What are their names ?"
Ding dong, ding dong, Alpha Theta,
Silly: "Yassuh ... we calls 'em
"Come in. Who is it?"
Editor's note* The cartoons which the WEEKLY is running on its editorial pages in no way re | Eeny, Meeny, Miney, and Charles."
flect the opinions of the editorial staff. These cuts represent merely satire on everyday college
Spic Wilson spends his time play
was placed in the gym less than two weeks ago. Today more
Boss: "Charles?"
__
Silly: "Yassuh, boss. Ya see, we ing tennis—that's about all he does
than fo rty-five prospective track athletes have affixed their | life, as we have it at Pacific.
play, eh, Doris?
I didn't want no Moe!"
signature, class, and the event in which they are interested.
• * *
Listen, Lou Merrill, do you think a
Those who felt the enthusiasm demonstrated at the first intra-1
"Uh . . . I do hope that wasn't beard will make a man out of you?
mural track meet last May, were little surprised at this demonstra
too much? Ha, so good of you. AIN'T MISBEHAVIN'
Now, er . . . if you'll look this
tion of interest on the part of members of the Pacific Student I
A date is no problem for D.
way . . ."
Loomis—he just sits around 'till the
Association. That meet revealed numerous young men talented in |
* * *
Bt
>4
track or field events.
End: Mister Interlocutor, I'd like phone rings.
What have you got against the bar
to ask you a question.
Coaching, training, and competition may once again put the I
Inter.: Go right ahead, what is it? ber—Zeke ?
Edgar
College of the Pacific, augmented by Stockton Junior College,
We think some of these "peach
End: Can you tell me . . . what
fuzz" sophomores will need more
high in the standing of Far Western Conference meets. Maybe
is it that has four legs and flies?
In our morning mail:
Inter.: You surely don't mean to time. Right, Schedler?
those dreams of track meets held at Baxter Stadium weren't asj
Canton, China,
M. Moore's two classes are conven
pull that old one on me ?
Via "King" Clipper
hazy or far distant as we thought.
End: If it's so old tell me the an ient; anyhow, the longest wait is the
October 25, 1937.
How about it, Mr. Sandine and members of the Executive Com-1
swer. What is it that has four legs sweetest way, eh, Mary?
Dear Edgar:
Have you seen De Puy's "G" man
and flies?
mittee? What should be the next step? Do we get our track|
coat? ("G" for garbage).
I just heard about the gigantic
Inter.: Why—a dead horse.
team?
We advocate a penalty for the
WEEKLY contest and I consider it
End: Wrong—all wrong.
an honor to be on the high supreme
Inter.: I'm wrong? Then suppose sophs—clipping from behind
Well, June Lane, you break-up with
council that will judge the entries.
you tell us the right answer. What
one Omega Phi, and then go sailing
has four legs and flies?
Yours truly,
By LEE FITTING
with another—nice goin
End: Two pair of pants!!
C. S.
*
*
*
We're wondering if the romances
to all you grads. Although you will be feted and welcomed on all
And this little note from C. S.
on
this campus are between the stu
And a good morning ladies and
"Well.
.
.
young
man
...
I
dare
By BOBBIN GAY
sides by presidents, secretaries, representatives, and what not, the
I gentlemen, this is your favorite and keeping up with the spirit of
dents or family affairs.
say!"
WEEKLY wants to greet you on behalf of all the poor "forgotten amusement guide, bringing you the the occasion Edgar is reminded of
Play square Liebman! You're not
- . .
,. , Ti- t
i "Ha ... ha ... ha. (Young man
Captain Obadiah Rich, with passen- luiets down tQ giggle\ Bu° you going to get away with that all your
I moving_ _pictures
and Dial Tips of the this little bit of joke and dedicates
men"—the ordinary students.
I
it to the P. W. P. contest.
gers and crew, docked his good ship said you wanted jokes, didn't life!
At first we may be apt to disregard you, but it's more because I week • • • this *s how it stands this
A family from Indiana moved the S. S. Happiness at the Pacific you?"
i>
, ,
. •„ . week in our blood-shot eyes,
So he kissed you, Jimmie W. ?
of awe than thoughtlessness. We d like to know you and will do
to Oklahoma, struck oil and became Little Theatre last night. Come on
The raw-deal that was supposed to
"Well???"
„
. .
.
, .r
THE BEST PICTURE
wealthy. They purchased a fine resi and join the gang and take a trip
our part to make your stay a swell time—so just meet us half way. QF THE ^VEEK
have taken place last week seems
Slam!!!
to have turned out all right, for
* * *
Pacific may have changed since you were here, but it's still the
..The Awfuj Truth". We won't tell dence and in writing to the folks from Manhattan to Coney Island
back home said:
either tonight or tomorrow night at
We inaugurate a serial (and it's Patty H. and Jimmie Johnson are
same student body—embodied in different people, perhaps, but with any of the plot of this riotous
'We got a big house which has 8:30. They are an interesting group not Farina . . so there!) which steadying it.
the same spirit, the same ideas, and the same problems. Take off comedy. It's too much fun to spoil got six rooms in it. One room we
Since the Sophs stole Rhizomia's
of people—a cross section of Ameri- will run for three weeks. This is
- •, r ...
it for you . . . Just be sure and get
your years and enter into the spirit of things—seee the game, go L firsJt
installment for which idea for a Whiskerino contest, not
of it
for it-s a laugh all just live in. It's got chairs in it and can«life—and I'm certain you'll en- the first
Comedy, there is no charge. (Adv.: "Read even the Rhitzites know what's hap
to the dance on Saturday night, and what's more, mingle with the the way through the picture . . . It's we don't do nothing but sit around in joy your "Excursion.'
it. One we don't do nothing but cook drama, and excitement will all be | the College World for the service pening in their House next.
a
undergrads, trade dances and get to know us.
8reat picture—you'll remember
We are wondering if Robbie is
that counts").
.
...
,
. . •
,
spots from this just like you remem- in. It's got a big stove in it. Two yours. Be on deck!
Tr
Homecoming this year should be the best in several years. L^ ,ines from „A Star Is BonL» rooms we just sleep in. They got
fooling her parents concerning her
Part I
Rehearsals for Excursion have
Georgie was a gay old maid who job—what job?
Events have been planned to give the most in entertainment. We're Irene Dunne surpasses even her beds, etc.
Bobbins Dailey has applied finger
'And then we've got the funniest taken up all the time for the past had a homely pan,
glad you're back. Be one of us and have a good time.
Theodora in this picture. And Cary
Like the Royal Mounties, Georgie nail polish—will that keep it clean?
Grant—remember "Topper." Well room. It's got a place to take a bath few weeks. Lots of work but plenty
What's Johnny going to do now
that's a good enough recommenda either standing up or sitting down of fun mixed in. High spirits cer swore she'd get her man.
tion . . . See this, or you'll always Then in the corner it's got a place tainly prevailed for you can't keep
One night in the movies she sat as that Betty Booth has to go to study
to wash your hands—in a white bowl a good cast down and this done when the show began,
[table three nights a week?
regret it.
We don't do nothin' but wash our doing concentrated rehearsing is
A flea made contact with Georgie
THE WORST PICTURE
hands in it.
pretty good. We'll save the orchids (Cont'd nexta weeka!!!)
signed up for the biggest little class contest staged at Pacific this OF THE WEEK
until
after the performance. Mean
Don't flea-get
to be on hand
'Then
in
another
corner
there's
year, the Sophomore beard growing classic. Several haven't been.
(he way_don t see
don't see "Lancer a place to wash our feet. It took us while let's get a little backstage gos-1 when the rest of this stirring
able to stand the gaff, or their gals' protests, and have backed out. Spy," unless you want to see some three weeks to find out what it was sip. Curiosity aroused as to the scratcheroo is unfoiled
. . will
To those who have stayed in the contest there should go all sorts thing that will be easy to forget. for. When we first moved in it had GRAVE problem that five
well|Georgie get her man??? . . . will
two lids on it, but we took them off known performers have been solving the flea win out? . . . will the show
of credit—it lake, a tat of neive to stick ,hr„„Bh th.t itchy period
and used one for a breadboard and after rehearsals. Notice that Pat be good???? . . . these are the
in a beard s growth.
The only difference is that it is a bad framed grandpa's picture in the other
"OI^J ^UZZy„ ^illb?rry and jean dynamic questions that confront
Notes from the Cal. Aggie
Highest honors should go to the Soph class, however, as the picture to begin with.
Blonde Venus Smith are keeping our heroine
one.
it'll keep you in|European glass factory plans to make
the beauty parlors busy these days, itches!!?!?!?
most wide awake, most progressive group on the campus. Since YOU'RE A SUCKER
a glass safety razor blade with a finer
Howard Thurston and Faye Lovegren| THUMBIO;
.
edge . . . More trouble for us men
their opening freshman meeting last fall, members of the class of) Don't eet us wrong ... we don't
always play their big scene right up
Inis ban Francisco Belle was When we drop 'em, they're gone'
SUlt °n T h?nds'
style, with Stewie Pletcher playing
'40 have been creating riots (not literally) through their numerous LnT hbcl
. . .
,
But y°u are a sucker if you miss the trumpet hotter than ever and to par—the trouble seems to be with born in the hilly city in 1919, And . . . Their first rally this seathe juveniles—Clair Tatton and Mar
projects. As hair-cutters, they claim the spotlight of more admin- these swell tips:
which makes her 18 years young... son started to the music of a swine
Goldstein playing the sax.
garet George—who are now taking
Friends call her "Vicki" . . . she has band,
istrative disapproval than any previous class. For originality,
"Stage Door." (It's really a swell
The Casa Loma outfit seems to after their more experienced elders.
a cute complexion dotted with brown
The Daily Orange Syracuse TI
ack Oakie College on Tues- realize it's going to have a battle
they hold everyone's respect. All in all, they have'made school show
-)
,/
But then, Margaret and Clair have
day night . . . Jack Benny on Sunday
,., ,
.
.
,
„ ,
'
, . ,
,
on it's hands this winer when it been rehearsing off stage—the im eyes and topped by a mop of brown also reports enthusiasm for the
h t e t a r more interesting for all of us. Keep it up, Irish, you've Light . . . (who ever misses that
TT
....
.
,
swingtime band. Redlands U is fol
comes to close (one city block away)
a good start this year. •
should surely be labeled the sucker grips with Benny Goodman. When provement is quite noticeable. Clair's
Her ambition is to be married in lowing in the footsteps of hot music
of the week) ... If you miss the the Casa Loma opened on October 8, only comment was "It's fun!" Bob Reno .. so maybe she was (Scoop?) with a similar group, accordine to
Lux Radio Theatre on Monday at the New Yorker they had with Ely's ad libbing while waiting for
6
0
IT IC /"N| IITF PWir\rk.lT
I nights, (you'll have to break yourself them Murray MacEachern, veteran Darby the other night was cofossal. Icriminal record' . Tod' goes^a-ga ^WflUhifh
II lb VjUllk tVIDtNT
of the habit of eating) ... For occupant of the Goodman first trom
.
drama don't forget to turn your dial bone chair. On top of that, when
"^Kennv R k" I rfhe fo,lowlng might apply to some
that with each passing day, zooming old man Winter closer, shorn to "The First Nighter," on Friday Benny opened at the Pennsylvania Hubie White's simple comment, savage soul
TM y T.U can<Be-at-both-end burners
"Friends
of
yours?"
panics
the
cast
wouldn't
do
any
harm either
nights
at
seven
It>s
swelL
heads will easily be connected with rhinitis (scientific for "common
• • •
three days later he found that trum
each night to say nothing of what "Lost Horizon" and "Brother Rat" Hie Bluffer, Red Bluff Union Hi
cold") sooner or later.
THE BEST ENTERTAINMENT peter Ziggy Elman had also migrated it does to poor Mrs. Geashng. Janet nestle in her memory as ton nro 1 Begin ^
each aay
day Wlttl
with a
a smile upon
one block westward.
your face, a courageous heart, and
And, sooner pr later, this "hairy feud" now prevailing between °f T H E W E E K ANYWHERE:
Coles brief scene is an excellent ex- I ductions in the theatrical woUd
Lots of record fans will probably ample of what you can do with just (Kow'bautCo11™
SC
,,,,, cn„i, „ i T7„^„i i ,.ii
_ .
,
..
,
, •
For the best entertainment of the
upon your
lips."
Hangovers
' h song
----- —
our Sophs and r rosh should come to an end. Already, it is taking week we say "See Excursion." It's think they are listening to Ambrose's
a couple of lines. Nice work, Janet, oh, yes, then there's Frefl
'
I mix with smiIes- and grouches
on the appearance of a "Martin-Coy" clash, and we all know what worth your time and money. We've band when they heat the records of Babe has found her "God-fearing, 1
a™
a^
—
"
Stadium Drive ls
.
happened to those boys. Indeed, we do not want a reproduction seen !t in rehearsal, and it is really Variety soon to be issued under the sea-faring ancestors"—at least. 'Nuff i vous
From the same PaPer the results
>us
.
.
.
when
asked
about
h
f
r
name of Sid Perkins. Strangely stuff.
tops
until
w
see
you
at
Ex
of that gory tussle.
:
=
„" " enough you will be right, for when
est thrill she wheezes a shv "cT"
TT were printed- " seems
....
,
cursion we say Bon Voyage,
• • her latest thrinWu
T KS lf the boys and girls ™ted more
Irving Miller was in England recent
why not let our barbers take care of the hair cutting business,
Some of the freshman members of hind the beard
she 1!^ "T
T" three to one for the simple
THE BATON
ly, he got Perkins, arranger for Am the cast needs must learn one thing Lost becuz it's 'warm
while our first and second year men attend to their business, which
summer
things of life. The city holds no
Well, here we are again with apolo brose, to make several sides using the
is school?
—pay attention to your own job and
Tussv I instiot t ' 'i "
,,
attraction for them,
gies, this time because we didn't entire Ambrose outfit.
P
g
dens
and let others take care of them- | lins that
-* L
I The Redlands U. Bulldog reports
Hazing is a fine and wholesome thing, while it is kept as such. get the dope on Gill Evans, but we'll
Not to be outdone by his master, selves. If you're on stage, let the |!'PS ''' she "1ikes'T' ° n & ? a ' e ! g b I Srowing unrest
over compulsory
Benny Goodman, Teddy Wilson, re stage hands and prop managers do I morns ^ "w ,to -shower Sunday chapel. Suggestions
It fits in college life; is a part of college life. But we've had our I tell youxrabout. the
c others.
a
, •
tor a
a ban on
for
share of it hv now
T AI'C ,...n
.. .. „
, _
wc vc nau our
Red Norvo s band, now playing at cently organized a foursome and has
their
own
work
and
keep
out
of
the
she
showers
dailv
,
that
compulsory
attendance
were
y
quits and forget it for another the Palomar in Los Angeles has been done its own time in making records.
met with
way. Remember too. the director Luc
.r
' ' 1 sleeps best cries that such a ..1 .. ;.
year!
dishing out a lot of surprises since it Besides Teddy, Red Norvo, Harry
-p, „ came out west. It has started the James, and Harry Goodman complete
any assistance from you
1 Norvogue, the soft, subtle, swing
'
the outfit.
the wise—
Boom . . . (readers take notice)
I
.TTi. m°Ve' Draw y°ur
| own conclusions.

TRACK SIGN-UP

Improvizations

BACKSTAGE

Egbert

CINAMIKE

WELCOME BACK

THIRTY-SEVEN HE-MEN

Exchanges

C)Jiaaic
The stirring epic of narrative
poetry which is to follow is
self-explanatory,
mor-al-less,
and needs no further introduc
tion.
Featutorially speaking,
however, we make no guaran
tees, nor do we propose to
reply to the millions of caustic
criticisms which will undoubt
edly fail to appear. Take it away
—only be careful when you lay
it down!
BROWSE ABOUT A
FEATURE?
Oh aren't it a thrill to
turn at this page
The deeps of its contents to
see!
To read and re-read the blurbs
that you like
And scorn them's as lack
what you need!
Oh don't it so fun to pull out
the "Key"—
And find yourself looking at
you!
Or if you don't like what you
may chance to see
You may claw out a "Tiger
Rag" free!
"Improvisations" may be your
strong suit
For Egbert from many may
choose,
And if you're dramatic—climb
up in the attic—("Grid"
to you)
For "Backstage" is the place
Woo! Hoo!
"Cinamike" gives the dope on
the shows, stuff 'n things
If in doubt, look up Fitting
Lee laddie,
And there may be some need
for a serious thought—
"Editorials" are left—
for the right!
Then, if you are weary of
beauty and style
And want to relax with a
groan,
Just close one eye tight and
reach for the Box
That corners the sagas of
foam!
If for new worlds to conquer
you're firmly intent
Steer clear of a "College
World" slummer
For review of reviews and ex
changed college humor
It's tops—and you'll see it's
a boomer!
S'oh! Aren't it a pleasure to
turn from this page
And think of the weeks yet
to come
When you—like the rest of us
—will thumb for thumb
fun
On Feature-page weaklies
like these!

TIGER RAG
TIGER RAG
On behalf of certain of the rooters
and myself I would like to do a little
moaning on the utter lack of yell
leading ability which three of our
four yell leaders seem to possess. To
be sure, Phil Starr knows what it
is all about and tries his best to lead
the rooting section. But what good is
one yell leader when the other three
are busy with thoughts far from the
duty at hand and do not get into the
real swing of yell leading.
Why—may I ask—was there not
yell leader in attendance at the
h reshman game last Saturday even
ing ? 1 rue, the Varsity did play at
Nevada, but there were we rooters
who did not have the ways and
means to get to Reno, so we did the
next best thing and supported the
Frosh here at Baxter Stadium. The
to Reno at $4.45, go to the U. C.they were sent to U. C.; and three
of them went to Reno. How come
they did not make plans for a yell
leader to be here? They are getting
plenty from P. S. A. How about
a little return on the principal in
vested?
Along these same lines, why did
those numerous celebrities of our
campus, who could not afford the trip
to Reno at $4.45, go to the U. C.I
U. S. C. game where the ducats cost
$4.40 alone, not to mention expenses
to and from and after the game?
How do these columnists and what
not expect our team to pull through
a tough schedule without the students
behind them 100 per cent ?
Also along other lines I think you
a® edl,tor of th>s paper and your staff
should be complimented on the fine
Weekly which you are giving to the
students each week. More power to
you, and the rest of the staff.
Sincerely, but irritated,
G. W.
Dear Editor:
Why can't the conservatory chimes
Play a Pacific song every day at
noon-time, at least during the foot
ball season, or at noon on the day ' '
the game? I believe it would hel
to put us in better spirits for th<
game.
A Musical Rooter.
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A "New Deal" in Pacific football
may be forthcoming as the result of
Alumni
meetings
this
weekend
Prominent veteran Tiger gridmen
convened this week and drew up a
list.of suggestions for the betterment
of the C O. P. football situation.
J his list will receive a thorough ap
praisal by forward-looking almuni to
day and tomorrow, and their decision
may bring a big change in the cur
rent grid set-up.
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Improved Tigers Conceded
Outside Chance to Win
Madigan's Mammoth Moragans Have Weight Advantage;

Al Hedges Tackle Saves Victory for C. O. P.

Bengals' Defense Gets Its Big Test Tomorrow

Sftujal

Coming to life with a bang after three quarters of lethargy, the Pacific
Tigers staged a brilliant sixty-five-yard onslaught to overhaul a stubborn
Nevada eleven, 7-3 at Reno last Saturday.
The drive, begun at the outset of the fourth period, was culminated by
Joe Siegfried's touchdown buck over guard from the two-yard line.
Until the game-winning march, the^
___
Bengals, despite showing more power
than the so-called Blue Bombers,
were on the short end of a 3-0 count,
sustained when Pat Eaton, Nevada's
ace place-kicker booted a field goal
Realizing that if Pacific is to con- from the Pacific 15 at the start of
tmue progressing upward and onward the third quarter.
oil the gridiron, better players must THRILL O? THE YEAR
be attracted to the school, the group
Eafon's three-master came after
of varsity men recommended that:
Johnny McMichael, Nevada quar
1-—A training table be adopted durterback, took Phil Martinovich's
in the fall semester, with board free
kickoff opening the second half on his
during the football season and at goal line and ran it back 94 yards
greatly reduced rates during the
to the Bengal 6, where he was
spring semester. This should be open brought down from behind on a sen
to about 20 freshman and 30 varsity sational diving trip-tackle by Al
men.
Hedges, Pacific right end. Hedges'
2.—A full-time position be created effort, the most sparkling individual
for a man, probably designated as play of the day, proved to be the
graduate manager, to contact all game-saving factor, as the Bengal
promising football players with a sin line stiffened and held Nevada to
cere desire for a college education two yards in three downs, forcing
and to be in charge of part-time em Eaton to boot his field goal.
ployment of these players on or about
Frothing but futile until the fourth
the campus. Definite jobs must be quarter started, Pacific could not
provided for players if their are to penetrate the Wolf-pack defense in
keep their heads above the financial
the third period, until just before the
water. Laxity on this end of the quarter ended when Al George sig
program has caused more than one nalled the beginning of the fireworks
good player to drop out of school by bringing back a punt 18 yards to
here.
Pacific's 35.
Then, with Martinovich, George
3.—Closer cooperation between the
athletic department and Alumni Asso and Seigfried bucking and ripping
ciation to become a working reality. the Nevada line to a fare-thee-well,
Many prominent alumni are in a po behind fine blocking by the Tiger
sition to place undergraduate athletes forwards, the pigskin moved sixtyin summer jobs. Such far-sighted five yards down-field to the land of
aid would be beneficial all-around. Al milk and honey, Seigfried scoring the
most every football player at Pacific six-pointer. With George holding, Above left—HARRY ARONSON, halfback. Above right—LOU
FERRY, Quarter.
is working his way through school Martinovich added the final tally of
and help of this kind cannot be over the game via placekick. The march Below left—MIKE PERRIE, Quarterback
Below right—GEORGE
took twelve plays, required but one
emphasized.
CANTWELL, Tackle.
pass, a ten yard toss from George
These were the three main points to Siegfried.
suggested by the group of players.
Of course other minor recommenda BENGALS BETTER CLUB
able for nabbing passes. Will be
Although being the aggressor
tions were made, but they have less
big factor against Gaels.
bearing on change of policy. The throughout, Pacific "blew" several
Harrell—Sophomore
guard with fu
above three points, added to tuitional chances to score and with more sus
ture. Has shown spots of brilliancy.'
tained
drive,
would
have
added
con
scholarships already in effect, would
Fast and clever in line.
give Pacific the equipment with which siderably to the score. Tabulations
Keithley—Senior end and capable
to compete with other schools in clearly reveal the Staggmen's superman. Best on offense, especially
jority. The Bengals made 12 first
getting good football material.
snagging the passes.
downs to Nevada's four, more than
C. O. P. does not want any old 200 yards from scrimmage to the
Bonnifield—Plenty of beef here, can
material. The boy must have a
move. When he opens up, look
Wolves' 90. Through scrimmage the
genuine interest in education as well
out.
Sagebrushers never got closer than
as football, and if he doesn't main the Pacific 36 yard mark.
Rivera—Brainy quarterback. De
tain a satisfactory scholastic record,
serves more action. Knows system
The Tigers lost a golden chance to
he's out . . . BUT Pacific has come
Brief Sketches Show
and can block with the best.
score early in the second quarter,
to the point where big-league meth
McWilliams—Big "Country-Boy" is
following some nice ball-packing by
ods are absolutely essential if big Red Bannifield and Bobby Kientz,
Ail-Around Ability
successor to Cechini. Lots of fire
league opponents are to be met on
and a demon backing up that line.
the latter's 33-yard punt-return fea
even terms. Next year will see the turing the drive. The C. O. P. at Martinovich—Iron Mike. Every op Bentley—Blonde Adonis from Glendissolution of the Far Western con tack fizzled
dale. Still hasn't bad chance to
ponent this year has named him as
on the Nevada "two",
ference and Pacific will probably "go as the Renomen held for downs.
show offensive ability. Real block
defensive standout. Should get All
independent," which means improved
er and knows game.
Coast mention.
Another major, opportunity went
material must be forthcoming—or limmering late in the final frame,
O'Hare—Works with Martinovich, Trembley—Hollywood Handy Man.
else—
Playing full, quarter and half.
after Pacific had scored, when Hugh
60-minute tackle in nearly every
Likes to pack the ball. Saved eli
game for two years. The "Fire
WATCH FOR THE ANSWER McWilliatns, Bengal center, inter
gibility last year.
cepted a pass on the Nevada 37 and
fly" is tough!
IN THE VERY NEAR FUTURE!
Kientz—Looked like real stuff last
ran it to the 19. Four plays later,
week. Fastest man on the team,
the Bengals bogged down on the
i he "Bob Coe" type. Can pass and
Wolf ten-yard stripe. The game
kick. May start Saturday.
ended shortly afterward with C. O.
Campbell—240- lb. tackle speaks for
P. on the Nevada 19.
YELL LEADER
itself. This boy really tries for all
STAGGS IN CONDITION
he's worth.
SHOUTS HIS PRAISES
Surprising development of the
Lloyd—Hollywood No. 2. Has had
game, and undoubtedly an important
least breaks so far. With a chance
factor in the result, was the appar
this baby can play ball. Backs up
ent better condition of the Pacific
line.
squadmen, who actually experienced
Greenblatt—Out with a broken
less trouble playing in the high alti
hand. Usually behind Silva but has
tude than the hometown "bombers".
shown plenty of defensive ability
Headman Dashiell of Nevada found
already. The Reno kid.
it necessary to make two replace
Brayle—"Kipper" playing third year.
ments for every one Stagg made.
Little man can really go. Steady
kicker and passer. Lots of fire in
Standouts in the Tiger triumph, Silva—Stocky guard who likes tough
his play.
second in two conference starts, were
going.
Undermines opposition's
Phil Martinovich, who turned in his
line plays. Smart and experienced.
fourth sixty-minute performance,
George—Chief offensive threat. Elu
played a bruising all-around game;
sive hips, cuts on a thin dime. Never
Silva, O'Hare, Tulloch and Hedges
fails to bring stands to their feet.
in the line, which consistently smear
ed the Wolves' attack; and Bob Tulloch—Fastest lineman. Plays best
against the bigger teams.. Covers
Kientz, who played more than two
punts a la Gordy Johnson and plays
full periods at rearback and turned
much in enemy's backfield.
a ground-gaining average of five
yards per try from scrimmage, fif Hedges—Much improved end now
playing inspired ball. Has made
teen yards per punt-return.
end positions strong by his crash
For Nevada, Captain "Tex" Mcing.
Kinnon and Sam Basta at ends and
Deadly
hard-driving half Bill Grubbs, who Koehler—Tall and steady,
tackier and accurate passer. De
gained two-thirds of Nevada's yard
G£0Z6£
AVE/ZV
pendability gives him starting call.
age, were fine ball players.
Will Cheermore . . . varsity
Grubbs—Flashiest of tackles. Ex- Cooper—Little ball packer from the
pierence is making this boy a real
yell leader ... is loud in
south with untried possibilities, 150
tackle. Puts all he has into it.
acclaiming Can't Bust 'Em
lb. triple threat with speed to burn.
Alexander—Injuries have kept Alex Becker—Injured elbow has delayed
CAMPUS CORDS ... gives
Side-Slants from
from showing his best. Aggressive debut of this one. Is another fast
'em a big hand . . . says
and well coordinated. Splendid
guard.
Makes up for lack of
they're "Big Team" stuff all
the Gridiron....
blocker.
weight in aggressiveness.
the way through. Snappy
Siegfried—Calls signals, plays alert Tsunekawa—Lou is admired by all
lines, just - right shade, out
The Bengals are crack-shots after
defensive half. Showing plenty of
on the team for his fight and dog
wear all other trousers two
the Reno trip . . . Firefly O'Hare
drive this season in his line buck
ged effort. Hardest hitter on team
and Tom Rippey bought up all the
to one. Easy to keep clean
ing.
for weight.
water-pistols in Portola and made a Avery—Long and rangy.
With Green—As wide as he is high, Harry
and easy on the purse.
handsome profit selling them to other
more aggressiveness would be
Worth a "Big Six" on any
is a tough baby to move. His senior
squad-members . . . The shooting
standout. Has seen lots of action
Campus.
year, just give him a chance.
this year.
was terrific, and lucky was the guy
Dieckmann—Lacks experience but
who didn't get at least one good Soper—Soph, back who looks like
CANT«rtM
lacks no fight. Well built for end,
squirt of H20 in the optic on the
another Corky Cortez. Kicking has
should be top notch next year.
trip . . . The Esquire Kid, Jack Tul
THE UNIVERSITY-STYLED TROUSERS
made him plenty valuable. Fast on Wilkinson—New to system, will
loch handled his gat like a second
receiving end of passes.
probably stay out this season. Looks
• Look for this Gold Label
Jesse James. Al Hedges rates a Adamina—"Ajax" 4ias plenty of po
at your clothiers.
good on defense and passes.
plaudit for the stupendous stop he
tentialities as end. Plays almost as Lyons—Good tackle prospect. "Roily
Doug. CAMPBELL-Ed. KOEHLER made in the Reno game The cause
good a game as he talks.
Poly" is giving the older boys a
Campus Representatives
looked hopeless 'till Al took his Swagerty—Broken finger loses us in
stiff battle right now.
beautiful swan-dive
a real
valuable man for St. Mary's. "Bag" Loomis—Well-built,
little
half.
T h e W A R D R O B E play that will rank "tops" for the is the crashing end who can do Would like to see him get a chance
damage.
in a game. Loomis kicks, passes
333 East Main
Phone 1540 year . . . Incidentally, this guy is the
most improved player on the team. Rippey—All-around end. Most valu
and blocks.

PUS CORDS
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Belated 65-Yard March Pulls Game Out of Fire;

GAELS BLOW IN

Varsity Men
Versatile
Gents

to conquer

intent

l p

Bengals Wallop Wolves, 7-3
in Fourth Quarter Drive

MENTORS
MEET FOR
FOURTH TIME

The biggest football carnival ever offered Pacific homecomers will go on
display tomorrow afternoon at Baxter Stadium when the Gaels of St.
Mary's tangle with the Tigers of Pacific, in the Number One game of the
local season.
Slip Madigan is bringing another of his big, bruising elevens to Stockton
.to do battle with the smaller, scrap
py Staggmen, who are given a good
chance to kick over the dope bucket,
which inclines only slightly toward
St. Mary's. The Gaels, fresh from
triumphs over strong Loyola and
Idaho elevens, are favored to make it
another victory over the Bengals,
who have lost by scores of 7-0, 33-0
and 34-0 in the three previous meet
ings of Stagg and Madigan. The lastnamed score came in the 1936 set-to
at Kezar Stadium.

WILL THEY STORM?
COACH A. A. STAGG
OF PACIFIC

GAELS TOUGH BOYS

COACH "SLIP" MADIGAN.

OF ST. MARY'S

Frosh Meet
Salinas J.C.
Tonight
Tigerlets Favored to
Crash Win Column
With only two games remaining,
on what has been a disastrous sched
ule for them the Corson-Kjeldsencoached yearlings will attempt to
make the first one a win as they
tangle with the Salinas Jaysee-ers in
Baxter Stadium at eight o'clock to
night.
This is their final home game of
the season, and if the cubs can chalk
up a victory tonight they will just
need a win over California's Aggie
Frosh, whom they have already de
feated, to complete the season evensteplien. To date the Babes have lost
3 and gained 1.
BACKFIELD CRIPPLED
P re-game dope shows that the
Tigerlets are not ship-shape in the
backfield. Bert McElroy, ace ball
carrier for the Cubs, is still nursing
his rib which forced him to leave last
week's game. Tommy Oleata has a
badly bruised shoulder that is doubt
ful, although it has responded some
what to "the lamp". If the Lovelock
lad is not able to play, Coach Corson
will be hard pressed for a punter.
Howei Foss has come through quite
well, following a case of bad knees,
and should see action this evening.
The rest of the backfield is in good
shape and, with Siefert continuing
his great ball toting of last week, this
department of the Neophyte squad
must definitely be stamped a threat.
The orange and black line, consist
ing of such worthies as Ivey, Piccardo, Pappas, Haycock, Myers,
Folendorf, Fine, Jacobson, Hill, and
others, will certainly prevent Coach
E. Adams' Appjes from putting any
thing over on them, a swine-skin or
otherwise.
OPPONENTS TOUGH
The Salinas J. C. boys, on the
other hand, shape up as a tough op
ponent for Corson's Kittens. Al
though losing to Marin last week by
a 13-0 count, the Lettuce Pickers fig
ure to be as strong as Fresno's Frosh
which unloaded a 12-7 defeat on the
Corsonites a week ago."

McGowen—Promising guard pros
pect. Has shown ability to tear up
things in practice scrimmages.
Parsons—Basket ball star handles
passes well. With little more fin
ish will be vauable man.
Polka—Stocky boy from McKeesport, Pa. Played good ball as
Freshman last season.
Jones—Lots of reach to pull down
the interference. Jonesy is learning
fast. A coming star tackle.
Denny—Green and new but willing.
Is big- enough to make good line
man.
Coffey—Patient, hard-working Soph
who shows definite promise. Can
move faster than most guards.

St
Mary's,
suffering
heavily
through graduation, got off to a slow
start against California's powerful
Bears, taking a 30-7 shellacking, and
then tying Gonzaga, 0-0. However,
since then the Moragamen have
shown rapid improvement, walloping
Nevada, 42-0; Loyola, 13-7; and
Idaho, 6-0.
Madigan is relying largely on soph
omores this season, and that fact ac
counts for the Comparatively snailish
progress shown by the Gaels thus far.
At this time, the newcomers are just
beginning to click and the St. Mary's
mentor is confident of victory. What
the team lacks in experience, it seems
to make up for in ability and size.
Three good ends grace the Saints'
roster this fall: Joe Hurley, John
Gianntfni (both vets) and Lou Bettencourt, soph star. The starting nod
is indefinite. All of these ends are
i
capable of carrying the ball, and
Madigan is using end-around plays
Top left—JERRY DOWD, halfback. Top right—JOHN GIANNONI, more than ever before in his career.
end.
LINE BIG BUT GREEN
Lower left—-NICK KATZMEYER, tackle.
Lower right—LEO
The rest of the line, just as mas
ENGLERT, halfback.
sive as ever, does not loom as power
ful as of yore, and the Red-and-Blueclads may find the smaller, faster
Bengal forwards, gettinz in their hair
considerably.
Best tackles are Orth, Katzmeyer
and Neilson, all weighing in the ex
pansive neighborhood of 220 lbs.
Guards worth watching are Jack,
Jorge and Dallosta, while the center
slot will probably be filled by the
chunky vet Scatena, a hard man to
move on any football field.
(With RALPH TREMBLEY as go-between)
In the backfield, St. Mary's will
have the senior place-kicking star,
No. 13—FRED (RED)
action while waiting for Martinovich
Lou Ferry, at quarter; Lou Rimassa,
BONNIFIELD
to be carried out, but in the latter
It should be descriptive enough of part of the season he began to get a Harry Aronson, Jerry Dowd and
Soph flash Bill Thomas from Lodi
Fred Bonnifield to say that he is few deserved breaks.
working at halves; wih Tony Falkenbeing groomed as the successor to
stein and Sophomore Whitey Smith
Phil Martinovitch. Anyone aspiring HITS "FORTISSIMO"
to fill Mike's shoes must certainly
Joe is a hard hitting back with dividing honors at the fullback post.
possess an oversupply of possibilities plenty of leg drive, once he gets a Other Soph speedsters likely to see
and this Fred has. The big carrot- hole to drive through. Better than action are Skoubye and Magnani.

Int'r oduci n

T

BENGALITES

top carries some 210 lbs. of solid
bulk on a frame whose zenith reaches
6 ft. 2 in. Not only that but "Red"
can carry this weight at a terrific
pace, having formerly been a high
school sprinter.
That said, it should be next stated
that Fred has not yet found himself
here in football. Frequent injuries
and lack of steady application of the
power and drive he is capable of
have led to his seeing many of the
games from the bench. However, as
he begins touse his latent physical
advantages, he becomes' more of a
threat.
Next year should see Fred as a
key man on the squad. If he plays
as he has played in several inspired
moments of brilliance, we will have
little to worry about in the backfield.
STAGG WEEDS HIM OUT
Mr. Stagg has great faith in the
possibilities of "Red" although he is
often wont to berate him for "being
out in the weeds" when he should be
listening to the newest plays. Red,
himself, is much concerned with
other matters outside of football and
maintains a good grade point average
He is also one of the least practical
of the practical jokers on the team.
Fred is originally from Ukiah and
has behind him a fine scholastic ath
letic record in both football and track.
If track is held here next semester,
Bonnifield will be Pacific's big hope
in the shot put. He is working on a
business administration major and
Hopes for a job with an oil company
in South America.

NO. 14—JOSEPH (JOE)
SIEGFRIED
From the nearby community of
Lodi hails Jumping Joe Siegfried,
successor to Joe Olaeta of last year
as Bengal quarterback.
Joe is the boy who must accurate
ly call such signals as "G—right—
end reverse—peedinger right—pass
to on tackle out" "Spread right—
peedinger
right—Chicken
Dinner
pass" and various other brain children
of the Stagg system. Little wonder
he ofter has a worried look on his
visage as he comes off the field
during a game.
Jumping Joe is the most improved
man on the squad this season and is
becoming one of the more depend
able backs. Having had little high
school experience, he has learned
most of his football from Stagg &
Company right out on the practice
field here. Last season he saw little

mediocre on defense and blocking, TIGERS TO TEAR
he is a heads-up ball player at all
Here in Stockton this week, no
times and watches the defense closely moss has been growing under the feet
while calling his pays.
of the Tigers. Coaches Stagg and
Our 185 lb. subject comes from a brancis have put their charges
long line of Siegfrieds, most of through intensive workouts against
whom were capable musicians. Both St. Mary's formations (which are
of his parents are graduates of Ithica, basically "Notre Dame") and much
N. Y., conservatory and have done time has been devoted to perfecting
a fine job in giving young Joseph the Pacific running attack, which may
a musical background and training.
(Continued on Page 4)
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Low-neckband
Arrow Shirts
YcsiERef,

in
• whites
• solid colors
• stripes

@ PKHH-CRA*

"Varsity" Style by

$2-00

Stetson
in
Cambridge Mix
Color
• good looking
• easy to wear
at

$5.00
Campus
Salesmen
"Howard
Raab"
"Forest
Darby"

Wrinkle-proof
Wool Ties

Yost IW*
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"HELLO
ALUMNI!

the Bravo & McKeegan
manner

AND.
DROP IN FOR
FINE JEWELRY
339 E. MAIN ST,

WELCOME

ALUMNI

that together and see if you don't
get what we get—a darned close
ball game!
»

Sports
Equipment

You've probably heard about the trend
to Midnight Blue formal clothes. A deep
blue shade that under artificial light ap
pears blacker than black. Tailored espec
ially for us in the season's smartest styles.

TILL
2 A. M.

LAMBERT'S
201 E. WEBER

Come In and See
the New College
Students Store

VALLEY
FLORAL CO
MINIATURES
Decorate your own for What-Not
Shelves. Twenty pieces of artistic white
metal figures,
oil paints,
p
brushes.

Smart Merchandise
For All Collegiate
Activities

Phone 2962W

.J 1.50

POSTPAID

Williams Kast Art Co.
Phone 3195

P. 0. Box 1253

'DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

BURTON OLMSTEAD
Campus Representative
109 N. Sutter

Phone 652

DRESS SHIRTS
EXPERT...
Watch & Jewelry

THE

COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
"ON THE CAMPUS FOR YOU

REPAIRING
With

AnnSOTHERN
Jack HALEY
and

RIGHTLY PRICED

ZANE GREY'S

J. GL1CK & SON
With Chas. BICKFORD
Marsha HUNT
Gilbert ROLAND

Jewelers Since 1876
326 E. Main Street

•

Manhattan Dress Shirts are
authoritative and correct
^2.50

Campus Representatives
Bob Wentz
—
T r e v o r Griffiths
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Sororities Will
Women's
Hall
Celebrate
Homecoming Informal Dance
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Orange and black, traditional Paci
fic colors, will decorate the rooms
of Mu Zeta Rho for the twelve
o'clock luncheon Saturday in honor
of the alumni. Guests will be wel
comed by Miss Ovena Larson, house
mother, Miss Alinde Dohrmann, and
Miss Beverly McGahn. Miss Gene
vieve Moran is general chairman of
the buffet luncheon.
At two, the members of Mu Zeta
Rho will attend the Pacific-St. Mary's
football game in a group.
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Epsilon Converted Beverly PTeaver
Into Barn At
Is Married At Homecoming Hop
Dance
Home Ceremony To Be Given
Saturday
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Music Society To Helen McClory
Present Recital Married On
Saturday .
Tuesday

this column
athletic perirnt introduci.
Then the
if the week",
in ml ?
Well

STYLE GAZING
With Pe3

Stockton
'lay Day
J. C.
Novemc will be
the field

$

Rhizomia To Have
Card Party

Miss Hill Has Tea
For Freshman

CLOWES' DAIRY

Sierra Theatre

Mu Zeta Honors
Play Cast

BUY FROM A STUDENT
$4 Per Month

Underwood
Royal
Corona
Remington
Noiseless

Absolutely no
Carrying
Charge

SEE
i

IRENE

1261

WEST'S LANE

*

SOCIAL
CALENDAR

W eaving across the spacious dance Pruyn, Helen Ingraham, Jimmy
SATURDAY, Oct. 30.—
floor of the Philomathean Club under Wood, CJarabel Coffman, Betty
The boom of jungle drums, and
One of the loveliest affairs of the
Rushing activities on the Campus I Margaret George, and Muriel Lod
St. Mary's Football Game.
the dim lighting and swaying colored Barry, Jane Turner, Doris Hill, Kay the wail of the saxophone will com
Stadium, 2:30.
fall season attracted many friends of for the fall season came to a close I gerwell.
streamers, the ladies of the Women's McKibben, Toni Rifberg, Phyllis
Football Dance
bine to entertain students and friends Alpha Kappa Phi to the fraternity Monday evening when the four
New Pledges of Mu Zeta Rho were
Hall and their escorts tripped the
Gym, 9:00.
Manor
HaI1 FridaZ afternoon, house Sunday afternoon when the sororities held pledging services for guests at dinner at the house Mon
rPe«flight fantastic to the musical strains tTZZ'
Play,
bquires, Jan Wright, Ruth Coward
i
on a
t
day evening, and pledging followed
members
and
patronesses
honored
these
who
had
accepted
their
bids.
of Roy Barry and his Sophisticates, Pat Hodkins, Dorothy Phillis, Bar-' Gctober 29' dunnS the Jung'e Tea.
Little Theatre, 8:30.
at eight o'clock with Alinde Dohr
Miss Patty Pierce, their newly elect
lau Kappa pledged seven girls at
last Thursday evening, October 14. bara Nawman, Muriel Logerwell, \
mann, Lavonne Richardson, and
SUNDAY, Oct. 31.—
ed house mother, at a formal tea.
a midnight ceremony in their house
This was the first of the three dances Norma Jones, Muriel Brown, Marnya llarmony for swing and a lesson in
Guests thronging the house from on Pacific Avenue. Each girl was Genevieve Moran officiating. Each of
Mu Phi Epsilon Musical Tea.
to be given by the dormitory during Phelps, Bettie Meyer, Jackie Parker, the art of "Trucking" will accompany
four,
until six o'clock were greeted given a corsage of chrysanthemums. the honored guests were presented
TUESDAY, Nov. 2.—
the term.
Wilma Swarts, Barbara Wilbur, Jo the music. Decorations in the jungle at the door by Bill Scantlebury, Ever Refreshments were served immedi with a corsage of sweetheart roses.
Recital
The hall was very appropriately Schifferle, and Dons Rankin.
Lnrtif
n ,
r
.i
,, ett Akers, Harold Dieckman, Martin
Those who received the candlelight
Auditorium, 8:15.
ately after pledging, and- an all-house
decorated after the motif of foot
Their
guests
were:
Buzz
Nogue,
I
transform
the
usually
ceremony are Patricia Carson, Bob
EPSILON LAMBDA SIGMA
Chorus
ball, with orange and black streamers Jack Fitting, A1 Learned, Pat Dun- staid Manor Hall front rooms into Shearer, and Dick Eaton. Mrs. breakfast followed at seven o'clock.
bins Dailey, Ruth Lombardi, Frances
Red, green, and yellow—typical of
Auditorium, 7:00-8:00.
Those wearing the pledge pin of
twisting just above the heads of the lap, Jimmie Crease, Park Wilson, Bill the wilds of Africa with monkeys Frank Nash, president of the auxil
Richardson, and June Sprague.
Autumn colors will form the theme
iary
group,
Shared
honors
in
receiv
1
au
Kappa
Kappa
are
Joyce
Bovey,
dancers on one half of the floor, and Avery, Dick Morrall, Jimmy Johnson, and other animals stalking the palm
WEDNESDAY,
Nov. 3.—
Epsilon Lambda Sigma house held
for the alumni luncheon Saturday
ing with Bill Carlisle, president of the Gladys Mae Hill, Barbara Gammons,
blue and gold streamers from the
Classical Club
noon at Epsilon. Following lunch fifty-yard line to the U. C. goal. Uni Phil Martinovich Ed. Denny, Peter and vine jungles to scare straying fraternity. They were assisted by Rae Hungerford, Bernice Pringlej pledging at six o'clock for six girls,
Anderson Hall, 8:00.
and an informal buffet supper fol
eon, which will be served by pledges, versity Banners, hung about the room Fitzgerald, Jack McCaughan, Richard jancers
Mrs. Stephen Blewett, Mrs. L. S. Jean Strong, and Jean Walcott.
Orchestra Rehearsal
Eaton, Raymond McGlothen, Ed Fos
lowed.
The house presented its
Mrs. Margaret Barth, president, will
Page,
and
Mrs.
Howard
White.
ihe affair is strictly informal and
Alpha Theta Tau accepted six pledges with corsages of carnations.
added further to the gay collegiate ter, Bill McHugh, Bob Adamena,
Auditorium, 7:00-9:00.
preside over the corporation meet atmosphere.
Blue candles and yellow roses and pledges at seven o'clock Monday
The programs were Ben Alexander, Lyle Jacobs, Stan everyone on campus is invited to at
New
pledges
were
honored
guests
at
THURSDAY,
Nov. 4.—
ing of the alumni.
tend, the bids are fifty
cents per chrysanthemums accented the color night at a formal ceremony. A for
miniature footballs. The patron and
Dance
Among the graduates welcomed patroness were Dr. and Mrs. Mc- Hill, Bill Russel, Louis Grosmith, person, and may be obtained from scheme of blue and gold against a mal dinner preceded the pledging. a pajama party at eleven o'clock. Ad
Gym, 7:00-8:00.
back to Epsilon will be Mrs. Pearl Call. Punch was served by Miss Jerry Keitliley, Jack Anderson, Chas. Kenny Stowell, at the College Book background of potted palms. Mrs. Those who chose Alpha Theta Tau ditions to the house are Eileen Dan
Durham, Doug Campbell, Bob Wentz,
iels, Jean Lamb, Doris Macklin, MarFRIDAY, Nov. 5.—
Armstrong Desmond, Mrs. Forest Louise West.
store, Dorothy Springstead, Loraine Jack Ziegler and Mrs. B., S. Crit are Roberta Ball, Sarah Cameron, jorie Mainard, Merile Morton, -and
Lew Novell, Jim Cordova, Art Irish,
Crandal, Miss Betty Shoemaker, Miss
Cal. Rambler Football Game.
White, and Gene Minson.
tenden, Sr., presided over the beau Helen McManus, Lois Genochio, Margaret Trabert.
The girls . of the dorm attending
Mary Bay, Miss Patsy Garcia, Miss the dance were: Betty Groves, Mary Bob McCarthy, Bill Barnett, Jesse
Stadium, 8:00.
Patrons
and
Patronesses
are:
Mr."
tifully
appointed
tea
table
which
was
Katherine Kemp, Miss Jean Humph Anne Seward, Dorothy Van Gelder, Stolks, Howie Hansbrowe, Hal Robert Wright, Miss Opal Berg, Dr. centered by a bouquet of gold chry
Football Dance.
Kniveton,
John
Michelson,
Vernon
reys, Mrs. Everett Stark, Mrs. Lester Betty Davis, Dorothy Mieth, Jane
Gym, 10:00-12:00.
Harold Jacoby, Mr. James Corson, santhemums.
Tiscornia, Miss Dorothy Tamblin, Abbott, Margaret Trabert, Merle Gross, Bill Kelly, Karl Rigor, Bill and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Burns.
Mu Zeta Rho Formal House.
Alvin
Learned
and
Hoyle
Carpen
Miss Mildred Jackson, Mrs. Richard Morton, Bea McCarl, Olga Kalman, Siegfried, Ted Norton, Roy Haney. Members of the Committee arrang
ter, an alumnus, played incidental
Lawrence Waugh, Lonny Reynolds,
Kelley, Mrs. Lloyd Adams, Mrs. Earl
Bobbins Dailey, Vivienne Manary, Jack Erz, Frank Gerlinger, Jerry ing the .Tea are Loraine White, Soc music, and Harmon Ginn and Bur
McDonald, Mrs. Helen Michaels, and Pauline
Hanna,
Edith
Kidder, Cincinato, Bob Downs, Bud Meyers ial Chairman; Gene Minson and ton Olmstead entertained with vocal
Mrs. J. A. Ritchey.
Marguerite Reimers, Ruth itllis, Dick Donnelly, and Clay Test. The Dorothy Springstead, Decorations.
selections. Mothers and patronesses
Miss Madge Hepburn and Helen Mary Margaret Miller, Dody ElmTea
other refreshments
Iea and °fer
House Hostess, Mrs. Grant, was also
refreshment are of the fraternity were in charge of
Baer are in charge of decorations. quist, Frances Richardson, Doris
there enjoying herself like the rest I ?romi.sed to lending students -per arrangements.
Climbing the fire-escape
to the
Arrangements are being made by Macklin, Barbara Hendricks, Patti
haps bananas to carry on the jungle
Among the guests who greeted third floor dormitory, guests at the
of the girls.
At a lovely home ceremony last
Elizabeth Avery, Jean Morgan, Bar
note. Residents of Manor Hall in Miss Pierce, a popular member of the
barn dance of Epsilon Lambda Sigma
bara Bower, and Jean Miller. Miscel
vite all students to attend their first Pacific faculty, and congratulated the found themselves in a setting far re Saturday Miss Beverly Weaver be
laneous activities are being directed
affair of the semester. If you like fraternity upon her selection were moved from the usual college soror came the bride of Mr. Keith Thomas.
Given in marriage by Mr. Chester
by Kay King and Peggy Corkett.
to swing, then here's your chance to Dean Opal Berg, Dean Jim Corson,
Alumni will be the honored guests
ity house last Friday evening. Hay, Weaver of San Francisco, her grand
TAU KAPPA KAPPA
get your fill of the real thing. If J lean and Mrs. Fred L. Farley, Dr.
at the annual Homecoming dance to
animals,
and
other
objects
typical
of
Assembling fifty
alumni members
you haven't learned to truck, then J. M. Harris, Miss Anna Harris, Mr. the farm provided the decoration and father, she was attired in conven be held in the gym Saturday night
as guests, Tau Kappa Kappa sorority
come and get the thrill of your life C. E. Corbin, Miss Lorraine Knoles, Kenny Hepper's orchestra provided tional white satin made entrain in at nine o'clock. Graduates will be
empire style. Rosepoint lace formed admitted free and members of the
will preside at a luncheon Saturday
when you start doing this newest of Miss Ethyl Mae Hill, Mr. O.- V. the music.
her train while in her arms she car Pacific Student Association will be
at their house on Pacific Avenue.
the new dances. If you just like to Iritter, Miss Josephine Smith, Miss
During the dance, cider and apples ried a bouquet of lilies of the valley. charged twenty-five cents a couple
Rust colored chrysanthemum cor
eat, well, there's plenty of attraction Grace Carter, and Miss Marie Breniwere served to the guests, and pump
Miss Weaver was attended by Miss with student body cards. The music
sages, carrying out the theme of Au
Decorated with white chrystanthe- for you, too.
man.
kin pie and coffee were served at the Jane Rembolt, dressed in burgandy will be furnished by Bob McCormick
tumn colors, will be presented to each
mums, lace, and lighted tapers, St.
conclusion of the evening.
Pi Kappa Lambda, honorary music John's Episcopal church was the
satin, trimmed in pale pink velvet. and his orchestra. Jane Kingdon,
guest. Miss Esther Morgenson of
Hostesses were Marge Nichols, Her boquet was of pink degonias. vice-president of the student body
Stockton is president of the alumni al socity, will present their annual scene of an impressive ceremony
Helen Jean Torvend, Jean Miller, The small sister of the bride, Elsie and general chairman of the affair,
group, and Miss Aline Durst, sorority graduate recital next Tuesday even uniting Miss Helen McClory and
Carolyn Rector, Helen Baer, Pat Weaver, dressed in pink velvet acted has announced the following commit
president, is general chairman.
Mr.
Frank
Cochella.
The
bride,
led
ing, November 2 at 8:15.
Seavers, Jean Morgan, Betty Stone, as flower girl. Mr. Thomas was at tees :
to the altar by her father, Mr. James
RHO LAMBDA PHI
Austin Coggin, Mus. B. '32, pianist; Francis McClory, was attired in white
Jean Morrall, Marguerite Etzel, Vir tended by his brother, Mr. Robert
Bud Sturrock, president of RhiBud Sturrock, chairman of decora
ginia Sack, Evelyn King, Mary Bay, Thomas.
somia, is general chairman of the Chrissie Woodcock Collins, Mus. B. satin with a finger tip veil falling
tions and lights, has on his commit
Jane
Stuart,
Vangie
Pease,
Kay
Pale pink formed the predominant tee Artelle Baxter, Junan Bronzich,
buffet luncheon honoring their alumni '28, soprano; and Margaret Smith from a halo of seed pearls. The
Lund, Peggy Corkett, Virginia Chap note in the house decorations. Pink Aline Durst, Jane Jordan, Karl
of the house at twelve-thirty Satur Douglas, Mus. B. '29, pianist, will bridal bouquet was formed
man, Marion Bach, Zora Jean Goudey, chrysanthemums
composed
two Rigor, Erwin Farley, and Mick Par
shower arrangement of gardenias and
day. The Alumni Association meet be the soloists.
white bouvardia.
ing will be followed by a general
The Nevada trip seemed to do a shoes, so popular now in the cooler Alyce O'Connor, Merijane Lowell, screens before which the marriage sons.
The program will be as follows:
Jane Jordan, Blanche Hook, Helen was performed, and pink crysantheget-together of present and past
Her only attendant was her sister, lot toward helping the football play season.
Publicity is being arranged for by
Arbogast, Lorraine Robinson, and mums were arranged in garlands on
I
members.
Miss Irene McClory who was dressed ers make up their minds to dress for
Dicky Jacobs, chairman, Marion
What is the matter with Roger Mary Glasgow.
the
brown
satin
drapes
at
the
win
Toccata and Fugue in D Minor
ALPHA KAPPA PHI
m tea rose net over
uiduc | Sunday dinner.
We aren't sure and Trem. are they just sore heads,
u,h taffeta, made
Akers and Wilbur Scott.
Guests included Roy Cencirulo, dow. Pink satin covers decorated the
Martin Shearer is general chairman
Bach - Tausig with puffed sleeves and a shirtmaker whether it was one of those Reno or don't they want to play the game
Collection is arranged for by Roily
of Archania's alumni luncheon which
Austin Coggin
top. Her flowers were pink sweet divorcees or just the victory they fair? Come on let's see some of those Jack Stewart, Bob Wilkinson, Bob small tables on the porch where a Campbell and Dick Keeble.
Eley,
Ralph
Alden,
Bill
Scantlebury,
buffet
supper
was
served
after
the
will be held between eleven and two
peas and bouvardia. Mr. Francis brought back with them, but any- clothes or did you ruin them on your
Programs are being designed by
II
Jerry Cincinato, Douglas Nelson, ceremony.
o'clock. Orange and black, in honor
they looked very handsome
last trip to BALBOA.
Kay King and Maryly Lyons.
Psyche
Raladilhe Dunning Lamb was best man, and the way
Maynard Hughs, Kenneth Morton,
T~— Keithy wore
of Pacific, will be predominating
The bride formerly attended the
— -a dark
j—i- blue
Jerry
Betty Smith is in charge of re
1 he girls also looked very cute in Bill Mills, Harmon Ginn, Tom Bither,
L'Anneau D'Argent
Charminade ushers were Mr. Ray McClory and
College of Pacific where she was a freshments, and Dick Morrall heads
sport
back
suit,
blue
shirt,
and
tie.
Mr.
David
Rea.
colors.
their
good
dresses
Sunday.
Betty
Le Papion
Fourdrain
Jim
Bainbridge,
Dick
Patriquin,
A1
member of Alpha Theta Tau. She the cleanup committee.
OMEGA PHI ALPHA
Music for the ceremony was sup That tall, husky, indifferent man, Groves in a turquoise blue nubby
Chrissie Woolcock Collins
Preceding the alumni association
Roily Campbell, who has done such a wool ensemble consisting of a dress Geiser, Joey Oleata, Willie Rumfull, is also a member of Lambda Theta
Patrons and patronesses for the
plied
by
J.
Marshall
Nutting
at
the
Miriam Burton, Accompanist
meeting at one o'clock Saturday
good job dodging all publicity at lgast with cape to match. She wore othello Art Irish, Bill Schedler, Ed Seville, Phi.
occasion will be Mr. and Mrs. Bob
organ.
Richard
Smith,
Karl
Rigor,
Will
Omega Phi Alpha will welcome old
Mr. Thomas has attended Pacific, Burns, Dean and Mrs. James Corson,
gave us something to write about. He colored belt and. flowers with her
III
After the wedding a reception was
Challis, Rollie Muscardini, Dick too. His college fraternity was Alpha
graduates at a twelve-thirty lunch Tempo di Ballo
Scarlatti held at the home of the bride's par wore dark blue gaberdine slacks, light dress.
Dean and Mrs. John G. Elliot,, Mr.
Loomis, Charles Putnam, and Bur Kappa Phi, and he is a member of
eon. Bill Morris, president of the Du dist die Ruh'
Schubert ents where the two mothers received grey jacket, white shirt and dark red
and Mrs. J. Russell Bodley, and Dr.
Emily Sansen wore a navy blue ton Olmstead.
alumni group is oining with Gordon Ballade in G Minor
the Amblers club.
Brahms The home was decorated in white tie.
and Mrs. Irving Goleman.
tailored suit with a powder blue crow
White, president of the house in for
Orchids
and
all
kinds
of
things
to
Margaret Smith Douglas
necked
sweater,
and
navy
blue
shoes.
pompom chrysanthemums and pot
mulating plans.
ted palms. Centering the lace cov Archania this week for their grand She also wore a string of dainty
IV
appearance at dinner. We are glad pearls, if you haven't tried this with
Sonata in B Flat Minor
Chopin ered bridal table was a small plaque you can take it and at least gave us
your crew necked sweaters girls,
made
of
white
flowers.
(First Movement)
that long waited for treat.
here is a suggestion when you get
Mrs. Cochella attended the College
Arabesque
Arne
Oldberg
Roy Cooper had on a dark blue tired of wearing scarves.
4
A Darkey at Sunset.?..Austin Coggin of Pacific before her marriage. She suit, a blue and white checked shirt
Marnya Phelps had a very stun
is' a member of Renison club and and a blue and white striped tie. He
Austin Coggin
Omega Nu sorority. Her husband also wore dark shoes with this outfit. ning sport outfit, she wore a navy
V
'blue skirt, a light blue sweater, a
has been very active in the Gamma
-To obtain funds to purchase a new Do Not Go, My Love
Harold Diekman combined dark light blue, navy and white plaid
Hageman
Eta
Kappa
fraternity
of
Stockton,
carpet for the fraternity house, When I Bring Coloured Toys
grey gabardine slacks with a lighter jacket, and dark blue shoes.
being a past president.
mothers and patronesses of Rho
gray sport coat, white shirt, and dark
Carpenter
blue tie.
Lambda Phi will hold a ca'rd party To An Invalid
Golde
Two of the girls on the Reno
in the house next Tuesday evening, The Piper
Jack Harrell had a dark suit, white trip will have to be complimented
*
Head
shirt, and a dark blue and red tie for giving us a new idea on what
November 2.
The Song of the Lark
Grunn
that everyone in Archania claimed the well (???) dressed co-ed will
Decorations will consist of orange
Chrissie Woolcock Collins
ownership to. (Stick to it Jack it wear when the football special stops
berries, deep yellow chrysanthemums,
VI
looked very nice with your suit).
and all sorts of Fall fruits. During
over in a town for a while. They
Moreau
I Dick Bentley was dressed in a very wore fur coats, very lovely silk
the evening, a program will be pre Chanson Dansee
Habanera
Gomez
Miss Ethel Mae Hill was hostess to well tailored dark suit (also claim dresses nice felt hats and BED
sented by members of the frat, and
Rhapsody in C Major
Dohnany a group of, her advisees last Friday ed to be owned by several of his
refreshments will be served.
ROOM SLIPPERS, well anyway
MargarefSmith Douglas
afternoon at her home on North Frat. brothers, but we believe we will they were comfortable.
Mrs. L. W. Sandine is general chair
man for the event. Reservations
On November 7 Miss Virginia Commerce Street. The occasion was have to give Dick the benefit of the
They say we missed something in
may be obtained from Mrs. L. H. Short will^ conduct La Sinfonetta, an informal tea in honor of the doubt because it looked like it was not seeing the display of styles offer
Newell, Mrs. J. D. Campbell, Mrs. string ensemble in a recital held at freshman girls in Miss Hill's section, tailored especially for his measure ed in Portola.
They have nice
Ed. Kientz, and Mrs. Sandine.
Guests for the afternoon were ments), white shirt, dark red tie and clothes there. Yes, nice to stay away
4 p. m.
Betty Barth, Helen Baxley, Dorothy dark shoes.
from. Such color combinations as,
E.
Bartholomew, Sarah Cameron, La
^ TLloyd wore a dark suit, white brown, blue red and yellow com
Verne Cincinato, Ruth Ellis, Jean shirt, and dark blue tie, also dark bined in one outfit!
Cassell, Pauline Hamma, Frances
Hull, Phyllis Kahl, Lois Krertzberger, Mary Margaret Miller, Maryellen
Nelson, Florence Pang, Mary Ranney
PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
Dorothy Sack, Grace Tener, Emily
Turner, and Lucille Wilson.
of the Finest in Dairy Products
Assisting Miss Hill was Miss Mar
Grade A Raw and Pasteurized Milk
tha Pierce. Serving was ' done by
Guaranted Golden Guernsey Milk
Miss Jane Stuart and Miss Betty
Rae Stone.
Phone''
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House
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STOCKTON TYPEWRITER CO.
436 E. Market — Phone 37

Mu Zeta sorority will compliment
Miss Janet Cole and Miss Faye Lovegren, members of the cast of "Ex
cursion," at a reception immediately
following the play tonight. All mem
bers of the Pacific Student Associa
tion, members of the Faculty, and
friends of the College are cordially
invited to attend.
Miss Alinde Dohrmann is presi
dent of the house, Miss Ovena Lar
son is house mother. Pledges of |
the sorority will servg. Miss Phyllis
Leibman is general chairman.
Twelve members of the chemistry
department on an industrial inspec
tion tour under the direction of Prof.
Jonte, visited the Holly Sugar Com
pany plant at Tracy, and the C. & H.
Sugar Refinery at Crockett last Sat
urday. The processes were studied
in detail.
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Dunne Grant
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ICE
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Mesh
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Gold
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COAL
WOOD
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CEMENT
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Mystery
Contest!
Weekly Sponsors
Unequalled Contest
S. C. A. Notes
By VESTA PINKERTON

'Excursion' Review Gives
Weak Spots In Play

JUST BEFORE THE BATTLE, MOTHER!

hinese Bombings
(Continued from Page 1)

ing

and watched just as though the

wLle thing
It's best to be detached o
about all this-because if you sta

Scheduled Before
St. Mary's Game

thinking, "a man's burning o deat
Last week the Student Christum
less than a mile away, it sort of ge
Association Notes told about the
(Continued from Page 1)
you.
Race Relation Group. This week 1 misc of future development by virtue lize that it is necessary to get the
asked Jane Jordan, chairman ot the
FIVE LEFT
f his natural acting, stage presence, plot started. But this is not good
Social Slant Group to give a brief and clear enunciation. In a dramatic drama I
There are only five of us left now.
idea as to what her group is doing. presentation which was characterized PLOT VAGUE
Bertyl and Maygen are still in Hong
Pre-Game Mystery Contest"! lo tell
Amongst the large assortment of
This is what she said:
A mystery contest! In fact,
as a whole by the dropping of final
Kong—but they are sailing Friday.
,
...
•=„„
hp
a
super,"
"colossal", "stupendous", g.gan;'s going to be a super,
"We think we arc making history! syllables and words, by the failure people who make up the passengei
The Howard boy, the University o you the truth it s
list
of
the
S.
S.
Happiness,
we
find
Because the history of our S. C. A. to emphasize important words, and several interesting characters, but
Virginia boy, and I are up here.
ie tic", mystery contest
SOOnsoring a "Pre-Game Mystery Conis not complete, we cannot be certain by the inability to "point" important even here the vagueness of the au
Howard boy, Jack Andrews, is goV"' 'tonf o " e rooting
speeches, Mr. Tatton is to be comsection, ten minute, before the .tar, of the
but we believe that for the first time
thor intrudes upon our pleasure. At
test m tr°
mended for his diction.
Homecoming game tomorrow aftering to try to stay as long as school
are unable to tell whether
in our history there is a Social Slants
The
worst
part
about
vit„, w.ifso.,
« ,h„,d
stays open.
Group, ft is limited to women, but of Left propaganda plays, is
The contest is reported as being
all this disappointment is the break
take their outpourings as serious
it would be interesting to sec what author of "Excursion," rather m«dithe most original event that has hit
characterizations, or burlesque, oi
ing
up
of
our
group.
the men on the Campus could do with ocre progeny of a very distinguished
the school in the past three decades.
heaven knows what!
1 am very disappointed too in that
such an organization. Why not try ancestry that stretches back to the
Probably the outstanding feature
Merely to mention DeMarcus
1 won't get to really know any ot
Golden Age of Greek literature.
Brown as the West Coast producer
of the contest is that it will only
it, fellows?
the
Chinese
students.
There
are
only
Neither the theme nor the plot lays
be presented once . . . the censors
Our meetings are every first and any claim to originality. The theme of "Excursion" is to anticipate the
about ten or fifteen
girls left in the
A "Sukiaki" banquet will be en you know !
third Wednesday trom lour until five —the age-old desire to escape from fact that the settings were lavish in
. I
dormitory now since the last raids, so
The theme of the contest is being
in the afternoon. We'do not always the reality of life and to sail away color and design. 1 felt that he failed
since my roommates aren t here, 1 m joyed tonight at 6:30 by members of
to utilize the fullest opportunity of
till the entire hour with discussion to the romantic "Blessed Isles
staying at one of the professors the Race Relations group at San- shrouded in a sea of complete dark
puktei, a Japanese restaurant located ness and mystery. The contest will
and then again we get so interested has been seized upon by countless stage lighting, in that he might have
homes.
at 38 East Lafayette Street. Tickets have a serious idea for its hackthat a little more than an hour slips dramatists, of whom it is only neces taken advantage of the dramatic pos
None of us are the least bit sorry
are SO cents and may be obtained ground, but as for the contest itself,
by unnoticed.
sary to mention Eugene O Neill in sibilities of fog, changing atmospheric
that we came, though. In fact, these
There is no definite scheme as to contemporary drama, who more ably spells, etc., all of which would have
from members of this group by those oh my!
B
two
months
are
the
richest
in
interest,
programs. We are trying to give attacked the probleny in "Beyond the increased the splendor of his settings
who
are interested. There will be
The culmination of the contest will
thrills,
fun
and
valuable
experience
the girls what they want and the Horizon," "The Hairy Ape," "Strange Also, the lights might have been plac
only SO tickets sold.
Dr. Reginald,. be a prize given to the Pacific Stuthat I've ever had.
things which will prove useful. In Interlude," and "Mourning Becomes ed to a bit better advantage (with
Bell, professor in the department of. den(. Association by the Pacific Week
Outside of San Francisco, 1 like
Snapshots, taken at the St. M a r y 's-Padfi^ game last yeaD |how
our first meeting, we discussed for Uectra.' The plot structure—a vari out increasing the intensity) so as
education at Stanford will speak on ]y
As tQ the nature of the prize,
mal teas. How to act, what to say, ation of the naturalistic technique, to have lighted effectually the faces a worried A. A. Stagg and unconcerned Slip Madigan. Pacific is Hong Kong better than any other city "Second Generation Problems ol .- .g also silr0U<Jed in this same sea
___ I've ever been to. It's a fine port,
receiving line etiquette, and proper which concerned itself with the trans of those who remained outside the out to avenge the 34-0 debacle of last year.
Japanese in California."
Japanese q{ coniplete darkness and mystery,
controlled by the British, and is quite
clothing. At our second meeting planting of a "slice of life" upon the center cirles of the "spots,
dances, songs, and instrumental num^ bas begn reiiably reported that
cosmopolitan. Most of the people on
Miss Ginini from the Stockton Dry stage and invited the audience to STANDOUTS
bers
will
be
presented.
several
fraternity houses, as well as
the streets are Chinese, but there is
Goods Store spoke to the girls on watch the progress of the author s
It is impossible to take separate no
This type of banquet is typical a few individuals have entered the
a goodly sprinkling of English, of
make-up, the proper care of the skm laboratory experiment as to the vari tice of each one of the large cast of
er
Scotch soldiers in kilties, bland, port Japanese. There will be eight P " contest.
and technique in applying cosmetics ous forces of environment were twenty-eight characters, instead,
This is the first time that a "mysproperly. Miss Ada Alexander was brought to play upon the luckless brief mention of a few of the better
ly, and quite obviously German sons at each table, and they will have
with us at our last meeting, she specimens before our view. Elmer portrayals in this second rank must
gentlemen,
dark-eyed
Portuguese a small stove and will cook the pre- tery contest" of this type has ever
"Make China Safe For Democracy (from nearby Macao—the Monte pared food as they want it. Those ])Cen attempted in this school, or
spoke on styles.
Rice and others varied this natural suffice. Marilyn Denton, the ten-year
Members of Beta Beta Beta, Na
interested are urged to get their 1)robably any other school.
We have increased our attendance istic technique by changing the lab
old Stockton girl, was a marvelous tional Honorary Biological Society, will be the subject of Mr. Hong Carlo of the East), Americans of
tickets e a r l y today in order to be able|
from ten persons in our first meeting oratory experiment so as to subject
The contest, its theme, its origin.
little actress and tended to 1 steal the held their first meeting in the form Seung, executive member of the course, and to keep all these in their
ality, its peculiar surroundings, and
to fifty in the last. Now we are aim- the specimens to a new environment stage" on each of her entrances, of a combined field trip and business
proper place are those most efficient to attend.
Chinese Nationalist Party in Ameri
ing for one hundred. The majority medium. The comparison with "Street
its motive all help to make it one oi
police in the world—the Indian
Nelda Ormiston interpreted the char meeting at "Noel's" Island, on Octo
ca, at the opening session of the Shieks—tall, mustashed, ferociousof the girls are Freshmen and • we Scene" is obvious an ddetrimental
the screwiest things you'd ever want
acter of Mrs. Geasling in admirable ber 24th.
would like to sec more of you upper to "Excursion." 1, for one, longed
Public
Affairs
Forum
for
this
year
I
to see.
looking
men
who
wear
khaki
shorts
Following
and
afternoon
of
relax
fashion, but her voice failed to carry
classwomen. Please, can't we meet for some of the action of the former
Don't forget! In front of the rootThis session of the Forum group and red turbans.
intelligibly at times, particularly on ing and a weiner roast, a discussion
you and all of the freshmen who to relieve the slow moving dialogue,
| ing section, ten minutes before the
the occasion of her first entrance. was held concerning the program to is set for 3:00 Thursday afternoon
have not attended as yet?"
REFUGEES
which dragged through two and two- Howard Thurston, as "Black" Ma- be adopted by the society. This pro
|game.
thirds acts in the latter play. Such goon, gave promise of dramatic pos gram which will cover the next few in the S. C. A. Rooms. Mr. Hong
It should be terrific !
We've had lots of fun in Hong
plays as "Qutward Bound" and "The sibilities. His actions while he oc- years is by far the most difficult ever Kim Seung, the speaker, is also Kong despite the cholera danger, the
Ed note—It is!
Featured in last Monday's first sym
Deluge" are further examples of the citpied the center of the stage were! attempted by the Omicron Chapter, secretary of the Chinese Association threatening of typhoons and the
same technique which Mr. Wolfson convincing, but as soon as he had It is to be more definitely outlined at of Stockton. His speech as origin swarm of refugees. On the way from phony concert was Beatrice Walton
apes.
"spoken his piece" he dropped out of the next meeting, to be held in the ally planned, will introduce the Sino- Japan our boat stopped at Shanghai Bodley playing Saint-Saens' second
AUTHOR'S PURPOSE
Japanese problem to members of the (we anchored 15 miles down the river concerto in G minor. With an ex
character and became an inanimate]near future,
Lack of originality in theme and piece of stage property. His diction
Public Affairs Forum.
from the city and no one was allowed cellent rendition of Glinka's overture
By Andy Shook
plot arc not sufficient in themselves, was clear and distinct except in the
Martin Pulich, chairman of the ashore) and took on 600 refugees, all to "Russelan and Ludmella" the pro
Forum, said, "We were very sorry of whom got off at Hong Kong. gram opened to one of the largest
Without hesitation—without fear however, to justify adverse criticism violently emotional speeches, when he
BY
to disappoint the members of the Every other boat that possibly can attendances to come out for a single
and intrepedation—1 herein formally of a man's efforts. We find a certain tended to smear his words into an
performance.
One
of
the
orchestra's
William
Shakespeare
in
the
same
DAFFY
DILL
student
body
last
week.
We
tried
unintelligible blur.
,_
brings about as many.
announce my engagement—to that inuntil the last moment to secure our
siduous yet alluring of the Gods and predicament, and he seems to have MISCELLANEOUS JOTTINGS
Guess I'll have to go straight home members, Hoyle Carpenter, made the
done very nicely. How has Mr.
of
Debussy's
"Au
speaker for the meeting scheduled —-so I'll be back in the States by orchestration
Goddesses who is known in the more
Someone should tell the sailor who
somnabulant circle as morpheus. It Wolfson handled the situation as he stands guard in the last scene the] Henrietta Reynolds of Stockton, is last Wednesday, but due to official November and back at school in Clair de la Lune" which was well re
It was fun to
RENOtations
is my opinion that this female merits received it from able hands? I should correct method of holding a gun. t|le owner Gf a Currier and Ives consulate business, Mr. K. Shiozaki January—if I can find a way to get ceived by the audience. The program was finished
by the playing of go away from home and win a game
like to take the author to task for a
a dignified and formal dissertation.
(Wasn't that a shotgun he was hold-1 prin^ which is now being shown at [was unable to come. We hope you out of here.
Verdi's overture to the "Silician Ves-I. . . And how Nevada hated to givt
With a certain degree of respect grave sin of omission—the failure to ing so blithely? Is the Navy using] tbe gan Joaquin Pioneer and Haggin will all come Thursday to hear Mr.
Hope the Staggmen are having a
pers."
| up that ball! . . . Mary Louise Frink
for convention, let us doze quickly reveal his own attitude towards the that style now?)—Forrest Grcenberg | ATem0rial Gallery and Museum. This Hong Kim Seung.."
victorious season.
theme. Does he regard his central
from the sublime, as it were, to the
hardly came up to his advance press j prjn^ was originally purchased in
freshman, made use of the trip to
ELEANOR.
ridiculous. First let us enter into the theme seriously—this attempt to es notices.—Perhaps the owners of the Stockton fifty years ago for five dolvisit her home in Reno . . . THE)
cape reality—or is he watching the
temple where the good people arc
whole experiment with his tongue in boat weren t so far wrong in con- LarS| and ;s now valued at seven hun|SAY the train was pretty dead goinj
listening with eyes closed and heads,
demning the ship aftei all. JudgingI dred and fifty dollars,
bowed. And, to ye readers, ye sin his cheek? He has created Jonathan from the rickety condition of the
up—However, coming back—Ah . i
"Across
the
Continent;
Westward
Rich as the prime mover of the rather
ners and hypocrites, who among you
brass
railings
of
the
stairway,
1
con-L
Qjurse
of
Empire
Takes
Its
be
j
Those
who went by auto and spent
slender plot. The whole motivation
has not likewise, in the guise of
eluded that the boat must have been \Yay" as the picture is labeled, shows
the weekend in "The Biggest I.ittlf
of
Jonathan's
actions
in
persuading
communion with tbe Almighty, al
quite decrepit. I lie warning grinU radroad and ox trail leading into
Hugh Mattie Fellow of the Royal
Wn''C' A"'1"]
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